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Editorial Comment 

Sequel to Gaza 

A: WAS GENERALLY anticipated, the Security 
Council unanimously censured Israel on 

March 29 for the clash near Gaza which oc- 
curred on February 28. Gone were the differ- 
ences between East and West. The report of 
Maj. Gen. Burns, chief of staff of the UN Truce 
Supervision Organization, which called the at- 
tention of the Security Council to the chain of 
Egyptian infiltration and aggression against Is- 
rael which led up to the Gaza clash, was con- 
veniently slurred over as all the members of 
the Council almost stumbled over each other in 
their haste to condemn Israel. The United States 
representative conveniently forgot that this 
country was only recently committed to a policy 
of “massive retaliation” against any aggression 
against the free world and waxed indignant at 
Israel for daring to take retaliatory measures 
against Egypt’s siege of infiltration, sabotage and 
murder. The representative of Great Britain 
was similarly indignant, and failed to mention 
that his country had only recently reacted with 
much greater violence against provocations of 
much lesser scope than those of Egypt. The 
representative of France cautioned Israel as a 
“friend” that this was “the last warning”, im- 
plying apparently that henceforth Israelis must 

come so many sitting ducks for the Arab 
hunters. The other members of the Council 
followed suit, each according to his talents and 
the specific interests of his country. Egypt, 
which is not a member of the Security Council 
but had a say in the matter, innocently insisted 
that only the Gaza incident be discussed, and 
no mention must be made of anything that 
preceded it: Disregard the fact that the victim 
was attacked, consider only the fact that he 
dared defend himself and actually administered a 
blow to his assailant, was the Egyptian argument. 

On the following day the Security Council 
adopted another unanimous decision asking both 
sides to “take all possible steps” to preserve 
security in the troubled Middle East. Having 
voiced this pious sentiment, the Council was 
ready to drop the matter, but, alas, it was to 
have no peace. Egypt promptly drew the log- 
ical conclusions from the Security Council’s 
action, and in the ensuing few days engineered 
a number of particularly brutal assaults on 
Israel, including an attack on an Israeli wedding 
party in the village Patish which resulted in one 
Person dead and nineteen wounded. Israel there- 

upon called on the Security Council to meet 
again to consider the problem. 

We doubt very much whether the new meet- 
ing of the Security Council will produce any 
tangible results. The pattern of events has 
become too well defined and too rigid to be 
changed by mere discussion. The pattern is 
simple enough. On one side are Egypt and 
the other Arab countries determined to do all 
in their power to destroy Israel. On the other 
side, the Great Powers are equally determined to 
do nothing at this time to antagonize the Arab 
countries. This attitude is compounded of an 
amalgam of cold war calculations, oil interests, 
and a persistent unwillingness to reckon with 
Israel, a Jewish State, as a concrete political 
reality. The cold war calculations are obvious: 
the Arabs have territory and natural resources 
that are important in the balance of forces. The 
oil interests are likewise not very subtle. They 
exert pressure on the western powers to court 
the friendship of the Arab kings and dictators. 
The final factor, the slowness to accept: Israel 
as a country like any other, stems from attitudes 
whose roots go deep in western history. All the 
lip service and expressions of friendship not- 
withstanding, it seems that the Christian world 
looks on Israel, and even smiles on it on occa- 
sion, but does not really believe that it exists. 
The habit of many centuries when Jews were 
an oppressed minority, whose gratitude could 
be won by a kind word, but which did not have 
to be regarded seriously as a political, geograph- 
ical or military factor, persists, and will no doubt 
continue to exist for some time. The western 
world knows Jews either as objects of violence, 
or as subjects from whom it was always possible 
to squeeze out emotional satisfaction by nobly 
deploring the wrongs done to them. (This may 
account for the sudden turnabout of certain 
journalists who had been staunch Zionists when 
Jews were victims of Nazism but turned violent- 
ly against Zionism the moment Israel became 
an independent entity and its Jewish popula- 
tion ceased to be mere victims or potential 
victims. ) 

Because these facts appear to be incontro- 
vertible, we do not anticipate any early radical 
change in the policy of the Powers toward 
Israel. These facts must be faced without illu- 
sions. Today Israel stands alone in the world. 
For Jews this is no new experience—the Jewish 
people as such has lived in isolation for a good 
many centuries. To survive, and to survive cre- 
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atively in such a state it is necessary to draw on 
deep inner resources. This the Jewish people has 
always done and has emerged vigorous and crea- 
tive’ at the end of two thousand years of dis- 
persion. The State of Israel can and should do 
likewise. It, too, must rely on the great human 
and spiritual resources inherent in its own popu- 
lation, and it can also appeal for support, and 
receive it, from the Jewish communities in the 
free countries of the world. The thinly veiled 
threats of “Byroadism” will not diminish by 
one iota the sympathy which American Jews 
feel for Israel. Nor should Israel be deterred 
from its basic course by the murderous forays 
on its borders. Today a new kind of havlagah 
is called for, a type of self-restraint that shuns 
the studied provocations of the enemy, and is 
not dispirited by the unanimous indifference of 
the Great Powers, but makes the most of the 
historic opportunity which independent Israel 
presents for the first time in two millenia. 

The North African Volcano 

igri Arrica, and the North African Jews, 
have been in the limelight in recent months. 

The struggle of the North African Moslems to 
win independence from France, and the need 
to rescue the threatened Jewish minority, have 
been widely discussed. But most of these dis- 
cussions have centered around Morocco, the 
most backward of the North African countries 
socially and economically. The Jews of Algeria, 
it was felt, were not in immediate danger be- 
cause Algeria is an integral part of France. Nor 
was there much concern voiced about those in 
Tunisia, a relatively westernized land. A dis- 
patch in the New York Times on March 31, 
raises serious doubts about the safety of the Jews 
in Tunisia as well. The French authorities in 
Tunis banned on important Arab nationalist 
weekly for inciting to racial hatred and “called 
attention to a persistent curse of North African 
affairs” — anti-Semitism. The propaganda in- 
dulged in by an important segment of the na- 
tionalist movement in Tunisia is Nazi in char- 
acter. As usual, the Jews are accused of having 
“betrayed” the prophet Mohammed, they are 
responsible for colonial rule, they “enslave” the 
Arabs “through diabolical agreements and con- 
ventions”, and “‘will we see the Arab race efface 
this shame and exterminate the evildoers?” 

The French authorities banned the paper dis- 
seminating this poison in Tunsia. But banning 
anti-Semitic literature does not do away with 
anti-Semitism. Furthermore, Tunisia will soon 
be placed under Arab rule in accordance with a 
French pledge of internal autonomy to the coun- 
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try. Extremist Arabs nationalists may then have 
a free hand. 

It therefore seems to be a wise policy not to 
draw too subtle distinctions between the differ- 
ent countries of North Africa, but to view the 
problems of the future of the Jewish communi- 
ties in that area as a unit — a unit seriously 
threatened which, prudence dictates should be 
removed from the scene of impending serious 
trouble. 

The Labor Zionist Assembly 
ey ApRiL 30 and May 1 there will convene 

in New York an Assembly of all the 
branches of the Labor Zionist Movement in this 
country. This meeting will be unique in that 
it aims to establish a permanent, overall struc- 
ture for the entire movement. During the course 
of its growth, the Labor Zionist Movement has 
set up a variety of branches that “specialized” 
in different activities even though they were 
united in outlook and basic program. In recent 
years attempts have been made to unite some 
of these branches of the movement. The forth- 
coming Assembly seeks not to merge any of the 
branches but to set up an overall authority 
that would concentrate and coordinate the func- 
tions that are basic to the entire movement. It 
is obvious that political work, aliyah and similar 
activities can be conducted most effectively 
through a central agency. 

But the function of the Assembly can be more 
than merely organizational. In the present state 
of confusion—usually defined as “‘crisis’—and 
loss of sense of direction that prevails in the 
Zionist movement as a whole, the Labor Zionist 
Assembly can serve as a modest but very impor- 
tant start in the direction of a new clarification 
and definition of purpose, as well as of revitaliz- 
ing action. The Labor Zionist Movement has 
performed such a function during periods of 
despondence in the past. It is now presented 
with another opportunity to lead the way out 
of the doldrums. 
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On Second Thought 

Atoms for Matsu - 

ome appeal of the fourteen Protestant church 

leaders urging President Eisenhower to “stop 

the current drift toward atomic war” may be 

an indication that the current paralysis which 

has gripped the American public in the face 

of the mounting war danger is coming to an 
' end. In Europe and in Asia an emotional aware- 

ness of the meaning of atomic destruction ap- 
pears to exist. In the United States, though the 

| public is periodically treated to unsparing statis- 
tical reports about the nature and extent of 
the devastation that can be produced by nuclear 
weapons, no corresponding moral reaction has 
taken place. The scientists bay their mournful 
prophecies about cosmic desolation and genetic 
mutations. Everybody believes them but few 
are disturbed. People are not even decently 
frightened. Instead of terror, there is a petty 
irritability. If the weather is bad, vox populi, 
including the taxi driver, blames atomic tests; 
there will be local protests about radio-active 
fall-out but the major calamity rates few letters 
to the editor. 

It would be wrong to confuse this apathy 
with stoicism or with a courageous readiness to 
perish in the defense of certain defined ideals. 
On the contrary. The indifference in regard to 
the conceivable causes for American involve- 
ment 1n war is as pronounced as the apathy in 
regard to its certain results. Despite the rolling 
of the atom bombs by Senator Knowland and 
Company the majority of the American people 
are obviously unconvinced of the need to pre- 
cipitate World War Final for Quemoy and 
Matsu. It is a paradoxical situation. The scien- 
tific Cassandras are believed but not heeded; the 
fire-eating Washington politicos are dully fol- 
lowed though not believed. For this reason the 
protest of the church leaders is welcome. 
Another indication of growing concern is the 

study to be undertaken by the National Acad- 
} emy of Sciences. From the point of view of 

scientific accuracy this new appraisal of the 
effects of radioactivity is no doubt highly de- 
sirable. The study will evaluate controversial 
statements made by nuclear scientists, whose 
assorted warnings agree as to the ultimate dan- 
ger but vary as to when the threshold of annihi- 

| lation will be reached. One scholar studying 
| fruit-flies has announced that nearly two thou- 
_ sand children in the world are already geneti- 
| cally affected; other scientists bring the reassur- 
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ing information that the mutations have not 

taken place in the happy present though they 

guarantee no future exemption. In one state 

of the union a group of physicists attached to 

the state university bring the tidings that radio- 

active fall-out in that community has reached 

the danger point. The Governor of said state 

promptly dubbs the professors traitors or alarm- 

ists. Now the Academy of Sciences will appraise 

the data impartially and eventually report as to 

whether or when a hydrogen bomb can ignite 

the atmosphere and start a chain explosion in 

our corner of the universe. 
Academically, this will be a very valuable re- 

port; one can only hope that it will still be use- 
ful when offered. The charges and counter- 
charges on Capitol Hill show all too clearly 
how closely we have moved to the brink of 
atomic war. The war party in Washington and 
in the Pentagon urges American defense of 
Quemoy and Matsu through the use of atomic 
bombs on the Chinese mainland. Fortunately, 
the advocates of atomic war are not going un- 
challenged. Though the Senate is not likely to 
pass the resolution introduced by Senator Wayne 
Morse prohibiting the use of United States Forces 
to retain the off-shore islands for the Nation- 
alists, such staid voices as those of Senator 
Walter P. George and. Senator Lyndon Johnson 
vigorously oppose irresponsible adventures whose 
risks have not been calculated. 

The great danger at the present moment is 
that the President may yield to the pressure of 
advisers who obviously favor preventive war 
and are eager to utilize the off-shore islands for 
their purpose. Under the terms of the For- 
mosa Resolution President Eisenhower has wide 
authority. It is up to him to decide whether 
Quemoy and Matsu are essential to the defense 
of Formosa. That is why it is important for 
the nation to shake off its fatalistic numbness. 
President Eisenhower is entitled to the assurance 
that the overwhelming majority of Americans 
oppose atomic war to enable Chiang Kai-shek to 
hold two small islands on the coast of China. 
Senator Russel Long has put it in a homely fash- 
ion: “The best way to save face over Quemoy 
and Matsu is not to get our face on Quemoy and 
Matsu.” Of course, this is an oversimplifica- 
tion. For the war boys the question of prestige 
is peripheral. The central issue is whether a 
group of right-wing Republicans and their 
Democratic counterparts will be permitted to 
use Quemoy and Matsu for the jumping off point 
into the abyss of atomic preventive war. The 
courting of Asia with atomic bombs will not win 
Asia nor any other part of the globe; it may well 
lose the world. 

Marie SyRKIN 
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Death by Slow Murder 
by R. H. S. Crossman 

I CAME back from the Middle East last Jan- 
uary with one new and alarming impression. 

Though no Israeli politicians will admit it, the 
future of the State of Israel, which seemed to 
have been assured by victory in the war of 
independence, is once again in doubt. You can 
feel this doubt and anxiety wherever you go— 
among the elite Zionists of the old Yishuv, 
among the young Sabras born in the country, 
and in the new melting-pot of the Oriental 
immigration. Only four years ago the watch- 
word of the new State was Independence, and 
Ben Gurion, far too dynamic to accept a pas- 
sive neutrality, evolved a policy of non-parti- 
cipation not unlike that of Marshal Tito. Now 
what was once applauded as independence is 
unhappily described as isolation. The Chairman 
of the Knesset Foreign Affairs Committee pub- 
licly proposes that Israel should apply for ad- 
mission to the British Commonwealth, and even 
Ben Gurion tells us that he would like his coun- 
try to be as close to Britain as New Zealand 
would be if she were not a member of the 
Commonwealth. 

The reason for this change of atmosphere is 
obvious enough. With its back to the sea and 
facing a desert of Arab hatred, Israel consists of 
four frontiers with virtually no hinterland. First, 
in the North there is the relatively quiet frontier 
with Lebanon, the only Arab State which 
would make peace with Israel if it dared. Then, 
to the North-East, along the Huleh swamp 
and the far side of Lake Tiberias, is the Syrian 
frontier, where the dispute about the control 
of the Jordan water may well flare into actual 
war this summer. Thirdly, there is the four- 
hundred-mile-long festering wound of the fron- 
tier with Jordan. This starts just below Tiberias; 
runs down the Jordan Valley; bulges towards 
the sea to keep the Judaean hills in Arab hands; 
and then, South of the Dead Sea, divides the 
desert along the line of the Wadi Araba to the 
Gulf of Akaba. Along every mile there is end- 
less infiltration and pillage. Fourthly, there is 

Richard H. §$. Crossman is a member of Paliament 
and served on the United Nations Special Committee on 
Palestine. Widely recognized as an authority on Middle 
East affairs, he visited that region a few months ago. 
His pessimistic evaluation of the policy of the Great 
Powers toward Israel has been amply sustained by the 
Security Council action on the Gaza incident. This 
article first appeared in The New Statesman and Nation 
of March 19, 1955, published in London. 

the impossible appendix of a frontier at Gaza 
where, in a strip of Palestine 25 miles long and 
7 miles wide, 250,000 Palestinian Arabs under 
the control of the Egyptian Army regard infil- 
tration as a patriot’s duty. 

Even if there were a formal peace, these four 
frontiers would be intolerable to both Jew and 
Arab. In fact, they are merely temporary Arm- 
istice demarcation lines, and since 1949 the Arab 
States have refused even to begin negotiations 
for a Peace Treaty. Instead, they have (1) im- 
posed a successful trade embargo—including the 
closing the Suez Canal and the Gulf of Akaba 
to Israel shipping; (2) blackmailed UNWRA in- 
to spending millions annually on keeping the 
refugees as refugees instead of resettling them; 
and (3) declared their determination to restore 
those refugees to their lands in a Second Round. 
So the new State of Israel is economically be- 
sieged, physically harassed by infiltration, and 
psychologically suffocated by an ever-tightening 
cord of Arab hatred. 

‘THE REACTION to all this has been an agonizing 
reappraisal which has split Israel across party 

lines into two contending factions—Activists 
and Co-existers. The storm center of this con- 
flict is Mapai, the official Labor Party which 
dominates every Government coalition; and it is 
in the Mapai Executive that the real struggle 
is taking place, with Mr. Lavon leading the 
Activists, and Mr. Sharett pleading the case for 
moderation. Mr. Ben Gurion, though he un- 
doubtedly sympathizes with the Activists, has 
been careful not to commit himself to either side. 

In terms of logic, Mr. Sharett, who has de- 
veloped remarkably since he succeeded Ben 
Gurion as Prime Minister, has the best of the 
argument. Retaliation raids, he says, may im- 
prove the morale of the inexperienced immi- 
grants from the bazaars of Baghdad and the 
concentration camps who are trying to farm in 
the new villages. But there is no evidence that 
they have pacified the frontiers, and they cer- 
tainly upset the American Jews on whose dollars 
Israel’s economy depends. Mr. Sharett, who was 
born in Palestine and served in the Turkish 
Army, believes that the future of Israel depends 
on two things—integration into the Arab world, 
and support from the U.S. However impossible 
the Arab behavior, and however dangerous the 
new American policy of linking Iraq and Tur- 
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key and rearming both, Israel, in his view, has 
no choice but to pursue the path of collabora- 
tion with the West and restraint in the face of 
Arab provocation. If she relies on her own 
strong arm, she will repeat the tragedy of the 
Maccabeans. 

Moreover, Mr. Sharett can point out that, so 
far, self-restraint has paid dividends. The inter- 
nal social and economic problems, which looked 
so overwhelming a few years ago, are being 
checked by a harsh New Economic Policy, and 
the inevitable concessions to free enterprise have 
been courageously accepted by the Socialist 
leadership of the trade unions, despite the emer- 
gence of a small class of rich profiteers which is 
one of its unsavoury consequences. The prob- 
lem of resettlement of areas deserted by Arabs 
is now being tackled soberly and with rather 
more success, after some costly and spectacular 
initial failures. Finally, thanks largely to the 
superb educational work of the Army (every 
boy and girl does thirty months’ full-time mili- 
tary service, and is recalled for at least a month 
ayear until the age of 35) the new immigrants 
are being integrated into the nation. This in- 
ternal stability is a remarkable achievement, and 
the Co-existers can reasonably call it in as evi- 
dence when they appeal for coolness in meeting 
the external danger. I cannot think of another 
instance in modern history where a small, newly 
constituted State has doubled its population in 
its first five years with immigrants, often of 
dubious quality, while retaining the form and 
the spirit of Western democracy. 

| NeverTHELEss, Mr. Sharett, though he has all 
the arguments of prudence on his side, is 

fighting a losing battle against the rising tide 
of Activism. Israel came into existence by a 
fantastic act of faith. In defiance of Ernest 
Bevin, and disregarding the warnings of Weiz- 
mann and Truman, Ben Gurion proclaimed the 
State on the day that the five Arab armies in- 
vaded it—and the gamble paid off. So, too, dur- 
ing the war, it was by a series of adventurous 
campaigns, often in defiance of the Armistice 
officials, that 2,000 square miles were added to 
the 5,600 allotted to Israel by the U.N. Par- 
tition Plan. And it was by boldly shooting down 
five British planes that Israel brought the Labor 
Cabinet to its senses and achieved de facto rec- 
ognition. In their brief history as a nation, the 
Israelis have never gained anything by “pru- 
dently” relying on the pledged word of either 
Britain or America. Indeed, if they had been 
prudent, they would have been wiped out in 
the summer of 1948. The strength of Activism 
derives, first, from the growing recognition that 
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the Foreign Office and the State Department are 
as untrustworthy and objectively as hostile to 
Israel's survival in 1955 as they were six years 
ago. 

That hostility, as the activists point out, is 
demonstrated in three ways: 
1. Treaty Relations. Britain is allied with 

Iraq and Jordan, and has a new Agreement 
with Colonel Nasser. Yet Mr. Eden refuses 
to consider any Treaty relations with Israel. 

2. Arms. Britain spends about L10,000,000 
a year on the Arab Legion, and is supply- 

ing Iraq and Egypt with modern equipment. 
The U.S. has agreed to give military assis- 
tance to Iraq sufficient to increase its army 
to four divisions. All this is done despite the 
fact that the Arabs flout the terms of the 
Armistice by maintaining a state of war 
with Israel. 

3. Refugees. In the Gaza Strip, and all along 
the Jordan frontier, hundreds of thousands 
of refugees are deliberately kept in their 
miserable camps and all attempts to re- 
settle them are sabotaged by threats that 
the refugees will lose their lands in Israel 
if they settle even temporarily elsewhere. 
Thus UNWRA, to which Britain and Amer- 
ica are the main contributors, is being openly 
used, not to heal the wounds of war, but 
to keep the war situation and prevent a 
peace settlement. 

This Anglo-American policy, according to the 
Activists, is not so very different from that of 
Mr. Bevin. Instead of tolerating an armed at- 
tack on an almost defenceless community, we 
are now permitting the Arabs to besiege and 
harass Israel, and preventing the Israelis from 
breaking out. 

Here we come to the second (and usually 
unspoken premise) of the Activist case. Today, 
Israel is capable of mounting an offensive which 
will carry her armies either across Syria to 
Damascus or across the Judean hills to the Jor- 
dan, or across the desert to the Suez Canal. 
Moreover, in the present state of Arab disunity 
and corruption, any one of these campaigns 
could be completed without fear of a major 
counterattack elsewhere unless Britain or Amer- 
ica intervened. The Activists do not, of course, 
suggest that such a campaign should be under- 
taken, but they do ask why Israel should not get 
tough with Britain and America and threaten to 
break out unless appeasement of the Arabs is 
stopped. 
When I put all this to Mr. Sharett, his answer 

was clear and convincing. Of course the Israeli 
Army could clear the Judaean hills and reach 
the Jordan within three weeks. But what then? 
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There are only three possibilities. Either to kill the worst of both worlds. When that happens, | sever 
7s ee Arab refugees who now live West the Security Council meets and Mr. Dulles and | whic 
of the Jor an, or to incorporate them in Israel, Sir Anthony jointly administer a severe rebuke | Som 
= to drive “ wi ee as refugees. to Israel, and urge the U.N. to impose a stricter Grat 
ince none of these three possibilties can even control along the Armistice line. Then, having | Grat 
be contemplated, there is no answer to the log- cleared their consciences by this completely in- M 
ical defence of Co-existence. An Activist strat- effective action, the British and American Gov- | caste 
egy such as a very few Israeli soldiers propose ernments proceed with their policy of shoring | 4s p 
would lead to immediate disaster. An Activist up the pro-Western cliques in the Arab States | own 
diplomacy of talking tough to America would by means of Military Assistance, although every- | yille 
be a bluff which could only too easily be called. one knows that the only enemy the Arabs could | jndi 

ever fight is the State of Israel. What hypocrisy | by t 
War MAKES this controversy so bitter is that it all is! I do not blame the Arab Governments | him 
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of the policy advocated by its opponents. Bri- and Military Assistance for their own N 
tain and America are compelling Israel to choose purposes, as long as they can get away with it, be idol seer nie ie. i 1 and 
— a suicida at . ‘we the — What +g me is that Britain should connive | app 

an . a ape yo nn oe gr a at mine ite — pee while purporting grat 
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n resolved. Forced to choose between New Decalogue: Apt 
two hopeless policies, the Israeli Government ; 

Gi H ~ tize 
veers to and fro, between Activism and Co- ae _ oo kill, sai needst not strive “ | 
existence, and occasionally reaches a compro- ee ae ee 
mise, such as the recent military operations in Personally I sympathize with those Israelis - 
the Gaza Strip—a “little break out” which gets who stick to the Ten Commandments. ise 
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of the Giving of the Law, wired him: “Shavuos a place. Certainly the Jews have contributed : 
starts tomorrow.” The son promptly flashed much to the Louisville part of the Common-| 
back: “What are the odds?” wealth to make it the gracious community tha | 

Perhaps one should not be too harsh on the _ it is. ; 
youngster. What Louisvillian “@ not Derby- Im fact, it appears that the famous Gratz} [py - 
conscious around Shavuos time? What Louis- brothers, Bernard and Michael, and their partner } ang 
villian does not thrill to the thundering rhythm Joseph Simon established contact with what later by 
te nee aap _—— to the ry became Louisville, even before Daniel Boone | aft, 
and glorious Mardi Gras of the sporting world: discovered Cumberland Gap and the Wilderness | are 
Among the visitors streaming into the city Road. | Ce 

from the four corners of the earth for this 7, she 1760°s the fabulous Gratzes engaged | sett 
annual May event, there are also a great many . ‘ } Saws. tn ear ae sails Salm mmm the West Indies commerce, and in the coast | Jos 

PPY i ileagpiee § Place a" trade between New Orleans and Quebec. They | tior 
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ities, anniversary get-togethers, birthday cele- d 

: no fur routes traversed New York, Maryland an to 
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Bits of history and folklore culled from Jewish Ken- of — gig ice and ge Sin 
tuckiana. Professor Naamani teaches at the University even | urther out to ee ir d the ; 

of Louisville, and is also in charge of the Bureau of Jewish IMinois and Wabash claims comprehende t pat 

Education in that city. Mammoth Caves National Park in Kentucky. 
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The Gratzes, especially Michael, helped outfit 
several of George Rogers Clarke’s expeditions 
which resulted in the founding of Louisville. 
Some of the shipments to Clark went from 
Gratztown near the Youghioghamy River to 
Gratz in Owen County, Kentucky. 
Moreover, it seems that Joseph Simon of Lan- 

caster, father-in-law of Michael Gratz, as well 
as partner in many of the latter’s enterprises, 
owned much of the site of present-day Louis- 
ville. This Simon, by the way, an intensely pious 
individual, was very much respected and loved 
by the citizens of his adopted city who described 
him as “Joseph Simon, Jew, the best Christian 
in Lancaster.” 

Now, while Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson 
and George Washington were among those who 
applied for lands on the Ohio, the first military 
grants in what is now Kentucky were made to 
a John Connolly and to a John Campbell. On 
April 7, 1774, Connolly and Campbell adver- 
tized in the Virginia Gazette that they intended 
to lay out a town at the Falls of the Ohio. 
“When it is considered how liberal, nay pro- 

fuse, Nature has been to it” ran the announce- 
ment concerning the settlement of the future 
site of Louisville, “in stocking it so abundantly 
that the slightest industry may supply the most 
numerous Family with the Greatest Plenty and 
amazing Variety of Fish, Fowl and Flesh; the 
Fertility of the Soil and Facility of Cultivation, 
that fitted it for producing Commodities of 
great Value with little Labour; the Wholesome- 
ness of the Water and Serenity of the Air, which 
render it healthy; and when Prosperity may be 
so Easily acquired, we may, with Certainty, 
affirm that it will, in a short Time be equaled by 
few inland Places on the American Continent.” 

Simon was also a partner of John Campbell. 
In fact, he supplied the cash for this enterprise, 
and his interest in the project was represented 
by a lien on a large portion of the lands. Soon 
after the Revolution—as early as 1778—this 
area was occupied by people who had followed 
George Rogers Clark and who called their new 
settlement Louisville. But John Campbell and 
Joseph Simon protested against the “usurpa- 
tion.” The Virginia Assembly (at that time ex- 
ercising jurisdiction over Kentucky) in justice 
to Campbell and Simon confirmed their rights 
in this area, reversing a previous decision. The 
new piece of legislation, as passed on October 
20, 1783, read “that no act .. . shall be con- 
strued, deemed or take to affect or prejudice the 
title of the said John Campbell and Joseph 
Simon to the land aforesaid.” 

Joseph Simon, stalwart American pioneer and 

patriot, founder of Synagogues and welfare so- 
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cieties, importer of “taleisim” and “‘machzorim” 
for free distribution, meticulous observer of all 
dietary laws even during his extensive and pro- 
tracted travels in the “wilds” of America, would 
have been delighted to know that on his property 
at the Falls of the Ohio—years later—flourished 
two Synagogues, a Hebrew School, a Mikveh 
(ritual bath) and a kosher butcher shop. 

HEN MiLiarD FittMoreE was President of 
the United States and Daniel Webster Sec- 

retary of State, before 17 present-day states had 
been admitted to the Union, and while Louis- 
ville had a population of only 48,000—including 
some 350 Jews—there assembled in the Ken- 
tucky metropolis, a handful of “Israelites full 
of the spirit of benevolence, brotherly love and 
harmony” and organized themselves as the Har 
Moriah Lodge No. 14 of the Independent Order 
of B’nai B’rith. 

Eight years later, in 1860, another handful of 
Israelites imbued with sentiments similar to those 
of the Founding Fathers of Har Moriah, got to- 
gether and constituted themselves as the Men- 
delssohn Lodge No. 40. Among the out-of- 
town guests at the memorable gathering was 
the distinguished Rev. Dr. Isaac Mayer Wise, 
the spiritual leader of the Reform wing of 
American Jewry and the founder of the Hebrew 
Union College. The minutes of that meeting 
record that “After the Instelation Bro. I. M. 
Wise addressed the audience in a very approbiate 
manner. The visitores were then dismissed, and 
Mendelsohn Lodge was duly opened.” Evidently 
the Lodge membership held the famed leader 
of American Jewry in much higher esteem than 
the recording secretary of the group, since at 
the May 20 meeting of the organization a reso- 
lution was passed expressing indebtedness ‘“‘to 
Bro. I. M. Wise for the able and exceddingly 
instructive Lecture delivered at the Instale- 
tion. ..”, and voicing “the hope that he will 
be for many years a bright lunimary in the 
contallation of the Order of B’nai B’rith.” 

Louisville B’nai B’rith counted among its pres- 
idents two most illustrious personalities—Lewis 
N. Dembitz and Dr. Emil G. Hirsch. Both have 
carved niches for themselves in American Jew- 
ry’s Hall of Fame. For that matter, they have 
made lasting contributions to the general Amer- 
ican community as well. 

Lewis N. Dembitz, who headed one of the 
Lodges in 1878, was born in Prussia in 1833, 
and came to the United States in 1849. He 
studied law in Cincinnati, Ohio, and in Madison, 
Indiana, moving to Louisville in 1853 where 
he became active in civic and political affairs. 
In 1860 he was delegate to the National Re- 
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publican Convention in St. Louis, and was 
among those who nominated Abraham Lincoln 
for the presidency of the United States. In 
1884 the Kentucky legislature commifsioned 
him to draw up the tax regulations in Louisville. 
In 1888 he drafted the first American law re- 
garding: the “closed” or Australian ballot. He 
spoke a dozen languages and was a prolific writer 
on legal matters. Among his law works are 
Kentucky Jurisprudence, Land Titles in the 
United States, Law Language for Shorthand 
Writers, and numerous articles in the most 
prominent periodicals of the day. 

However, Dembitz was not only a great attor- 
ney, but also a profound student of Judaism. 
In fact, he was known as the “Jewish Scholar 
of the South.” It was he who contributed the 
articles on Talmudic Jurisprudence and on Jew- 
ish Liturgy to the Jewish Encyclopedia. It was 
he who rendered into English the books of 
Exodus and Leviticus for a new edition of the 
Old Testament undertaken by the Jewish Pub- 
lication Society of America. It was he who 
compiled the first standard American work of 
Jewish Services in the Synagogue and Home. 
Although he belonged to the Orthodox-Con- 
servative wing of Judaism, he responded gen- 
erously to Dr. I. M. Wise’s invitation to help 
establish the Hebrew Union College. 

JAANOTHER LASTING CONTRIBUTION by Dembitz 
was the impact of his personality on that of 

his nephew, Louis David Brandeis. So great an 
impression did he make.on his sister’s son dur- 
ing the latter’s formative years that the future 
Associate Justice of the United States Supreme 
Cour changed his middle name from David to 
Dembitz in memory of the uncle who died in 
1907. 

As president of B’nai B’rith Dembitz exerted 
tremendous influence on the affairs of the lodge. 
His reputation in the community at large and 
his knowledge of parliamentary law helped him 
to render the usually tumultuous meetings into 
model sessions. A tremendous amount of busi- 
ness was transacted with Dembitz in the chair. 
B’nai B’rith, at the time primarily a fraternal 
and welfare organization, had to settle com- 
plicated insurance claims, to mediate personal 
disputes, and to decide on allocations to various 
orphan asylums, hospitals, and to indigent in- 
dividuals. Although the organization usually 
had to act only on the report of special com- 
mittees previously appointed to investigate each 
case, there sometimes ensued long and acrim- 
onious discussions at the Lodge meetings con- 
cerning the merits of the reports and the de- 
merits of the reporters. 

JEWIsH FRONTIER 

A particularly pestiferous Ben B’rith plagued 
the committee appointed to look into his case 
with unreasonable claims for sick benefits. He 
insisted that he spent some $70 on doctors and 
hospitals in two weeks. When the committee 
brought in its report Dembitz sighed and with 
a twinkle in his eyes commented: “In the good 
old days for this kind of money one could be 
sick for two years.” 

On a different occasion an officer of B'nai 
Brith and another Lodge brother brought suit 
against each other for “conduct in public un- 
becoming to a Ben B’rith.” It developed that 
the brother, meeting the Lodge officer in the 
street said something which the latter construed 
to be uncomplimentary to himself. Whereupon 
the officer directed a well-aimed spit into the 
left eye of his fellow Ben B’rith. When the 
brother regained his full sight he hung in quick 
succession a large lantern under the right eye 
of the officer and a smaller one under the left 
eye. The investigating committee could not 
arrive at a unanimous report. The problem 
before the lodge meeting was which of the two 
should carry the primary guilt. The discussion 
went on for a little while, growing more heated 
by the minute, until Dembitz, to ease the ten- 
sion, suggested in his Solomonic wisdom that 
the two litigants even the score by reversing 
the process of the altercation: the officer should 
say something to the Lodge brother which the 
latter should construe as offensive to himself; 
then the brother should spit into the left eye 
of the officer; and finally the officer should hang 
a couple of shiners under the eyes of his adver- 
sary. The suggestion was greeted with hilarious 
laughter and the whole matter was finally 
dropped. 

AANOTHER DISTINGUISHED president of Har 
Moriah was Dr. Emil G. Hirsch. The son 

of a Rabbi, he received a very intensive general 
and Jewish education, earning various acad- 
emic degrees as well as Rabbinic ordination. 
After serving as spiritual leader of Har Sinai 
Congregation in Baltimore, Maryland, he ac- 
cepted in 1878 the call of Adath Israel in Louis- 
ville. Hirsch’s two years in the Kentucky met- 
ropolis were most important in the crystalliza- 
tion of his theological views and in the formula- 
tion of his social concepts. His work as a member 
and later president of the Har Moriah Lodge 
familiarized him with multifarious welfare prob- 
lems, so that when he left Louisville in 1880 
to occupy the pulpit of Sinai Congregation in 
Chicago, he immediately became one of the 
most prominent proponents of social recon- 
struction. 
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Hirsch was greatly admired for his eloquence 
and his ready wit. He was considered by many 
of his contemporaries as one of the most gifted 
orators in the American Rabbinate. But he never 
quite lost his German accent. Members of his 
Louisville Congregation had to exercise tremen- 
dous self-control when he would finish his ser- 
mon with a solemn: “Now let us all bray.” 
Nonetheless, his congregants, as well as B’nai 

B'rith Lodge brothers, have had early indication 
of Rabbi Hirsch’s persuasive powers as a speaker. 
It is related that once an old and destitute Jew 
petitioned the Lodge for a grant of. money. 

There were some serious objections to allocating 

cash to an unknown out-of-town mendicant. 
But Hirsch made a moving appeal on behalf of 
the suppliant pointing out that he was ailing, 
penniless, and very, very old, “in his seventies, 
perhaps.” And then Hirsch concluded his plea 
with the clincher: “He is an orphan, both his 
parents having died a long time ago.” 

THE Jews oF LouisviLtE always have taken 
their religion very seriously. Nor did they 

neglect cultural and even aesthetic pursuits. The 
story is recorded of an itinerant cantor on his 
way, in November, 1864, “from Cincinnati to 
Chicago, through Louisville,’ who was “per- 
suaded,” at his own suggestion, by some mem- 
bers of the local community to give a “concert.” 
So as not to slight the Reverend B. H. Gotthelf, 
a Chazan, Schochet and Hebrew teacher of 
Adath Israel, a congregation with Reform ten- 
dencies, the local talent was also “persuaded” 
to appear on the same program. 

It must have been a memorable occasion. 
Both artists insisted on singing practically the 
same numbers. The local cantor, however, came 
out second best. Serving a “Reform” congre- 
gation, he faced an audience composed mainly 
of members of Beis Israel, an Orthodox congre- 
gation. It was obvious from the very start that 
he could not win. 
The Kentucky metropolis was among the very 

first communities in the South to have Yiddish 
and Hebrew Literary Societies. In the 1890’s 
there also flourished in Louisville a “Dramatische 
Gezelschaft?’—a Yiddish Dramatic Society. Its 
repertoire included original plays—tear-jerkers 
and comedies, such as the “Farkischefte Kaleh” 
(The Bewitched Bride), “Di Klipe”’ (The 
Shrew), “Der Lustiger Kabtzen” (The Jolly 
Beggar). The Society also presented the well- 
known “Shulamis” and a Shakespearean adapta- 
tion, “Der Yudisher Hamlet.” 

Congregational life was well-regulated in the 
second half of the 19th century Louisville. The 
problem of Synagogue attendance was solved 
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very easily. Staying away from services was 
punishable by a fine of up to one dollar for each 
offense. 

The minutes of one congregation indicate that 
the Parnas (President) had virtual dictatorial 
powers. He could request his congregants, for 
instance, to attend funerals, or services at the 
home of mourners. Failure, without plausible 
excuse, to comply with this demand, was pun- 
ishable by a fine ranging from twelve to twenty- 
five cents. Also the matter of decorum in the 
synagogue was tackled—unsuccessfully, though, 
we learn from other sources—by meting out 
fines to those who talked during services, or 
left their seats without proper reason. 

Elsewhere in the Synagogue minutes we also 
find that several members were expelled from 
the Congregation for loshen hora, spreading of 
false rumors, gossiping, using “bad language in 
referring to the President and the Officers,” and 
circulating “bad reports about the new Rabbi 
before he even had arrived.” 

Synagogues had many sources of income now 
not available to them. Matzoh baking, for 
example, was a congregational monopoly. Some 
times, the Board of Trustees would sell these 
exclusive rights, as the administration of one 
such congregation did in 1858, when it also 
stipulated that, a) the Matzoh be distributed 
to the home of each member at 614 cents a 
pound, b) 300 pounds of Matzoh be donated to 
Mo’os Hittim, the Fund for the Poor, c) ten 
dollars be paid the synagogue for renting the 
“baking machine” owned by the congregation. 

The records of the same Synagogue indicate 
that at one of the congregational Board meet- 
ings, the problem of building a fence around 
the cemetery was given some every serious at- 
tention. One Board member did not see the 
necessity for it at all. Very sensibly he argued: 

“What does a cemetery need a fence for? 
Those who are in it can’t get out, and those 
who are outside don’t want to get in.” 

Bot THE Jews or LouisviLLe were concerned 
more with the living than with the dead, 

especially—as we have already pointed out— 
with the religio-cultural well-being of the liv- 
ing. Hence Hebrew instruction of the young 
was a problem tackled simultaneously with that 
of public worship. By 1834 there was a “min- 
yan” functioning in Louisville, as well as a 
“program” of private tutoring. The Kentucky 
House Journals of February 18, 1834, record 
approval of a “bill to incorporate an Israelite 
Congregation in the land of the West at the 
city of Louisville.” (A Jewish member of the 
House, who was also a very close friend of 
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Abraham Lincoln, Abraham Jonas, introduced 
the bill six days earlier.) 

The first Hebrew teacher—in fact, the first 
“rabbi” in Louisville—was one by the name of 
Joseph Dinkenspiel. Lewis Dembitz saw him 
in 1851 in Metropolis, Ill., and described him as 
an “ignorant schochet.” But by 1849 there was 
a well-organized Jewish parochial school estab- 
lished in Louisville. It had English and Hebrew 
departments. The head of the latter was Rev. 
Gotthelf, the aforementioned “‘chazen.” 

At a public “exposition” by the students in 
1853, in an effort to raise funds for the finan- 
cially unstable institution, one pupil for a $5 
contribution performed the feat of naming all 
the United States Presidents to date, their exact 
term of office, their Vice Presidents, their Sec- 
retaries of State, and the Chief Justices of the 
Supreme Court. $3 elicited a recitation of the 
Declaration of Independence, etc. In the He- 
brew part of the “exposition,” a student enum- 
erated for $3 the major and the minor prophets 
of the Old Testament. The “Modeh Ani” and 
the “Shema” each brought in $2. A summation 
of the weekly Bible portion eked out another 
dollar. 

Despite the scholastic showing of the pupils, 
the “exposition” did not bring in enough to help 
matters much. By 1853 the institution was 
closed, to be reopened the following year as a 
congregation school. A semblance of financial 
stability was provided through a $3,000 bequest 
by the famed Judah Touro, and through a tax 
levied on each “‘schechita.” This device, by the 
way, has been employed quite often in Louis- 
ville to aid its Hebrew Schools. As late as the 
1930’s, the Vaad Hoir, the Orthodox-Conserva- 
tive City Council, “taxed each fowl killed ac- 
cording to the Jewish ritual wtih five cents as 
an income for the Talmud Torah.” 

THE Jews of the Kentucky metropolis have 
evinced similar interest and have contributed 

a great deal also to the many civic undertakings 
of the general community. Trivial, but never- 
theless symbolic of the near perfect integration 
of the American and Jewish ways of life in 
Louisville is that cheerful “lechayim” over the 
mint-julep pronounced on so many joyful fam- 
ily occasions during the Kentucky Derby. In 
fact, there is some inconclusive evidence—less 
than 90 proof—that the etymological origins 
of the mint-julep is the Hebrew-Aramaic Zelef. 
Other evidence, somewhat stronger, points to 
the Arab Jalab and to the Portuguese Jule pe. 

Blasphemers insist that the drink has foreign 
antecedents — Hebraic or Arabic, it really 
doesn’t matter—and that it seeped its way into 
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Kentucky through Virginia and Maryland, by 
Irvin S. Cobb said that, “A true Kentuckian 
feels that mint and Bourbon, nurtured by Ken. 
tucky sun, soil and stream, were destined from 
the beginnig to be linked together in a Mint 
Julep.” And he adds, “Who has not tasted one, 
has lived in vain.” 

Not very many Louisville Jews, one is glad 
to admit, have lived in vain. However, aside 
from active participation in the Derby festiy- 
ities, the Jews also had a share in inaugurating 
this sporting event in Louisville. It was two 
New England Jews, Elias Norvin and Jame 
Fried, who extended help to Colonel M. Lewis 
Clark—a Louisville sportsman and descendant 
of the stalwart American explorers Lewis and 
Clark—enabling him to get the first Derby 
started in 1875. 

Colonel Matt Winn, who 27 years later took 
over Churchill Downs to glamorize it and to 
make it America’s No. 1 sporting event, was 
originally in the tailoring business. It was upon 
the urging of some of his Jewish tradefellows 
that Winn embarked upon his new career that 
brought him fame and fortune. 

Winn, who died in 1950, liked to tell this 
story about a Jewish friend of his who phoned 
to tell him that he, the Colonel’s friend, in- 
tended to place a sizeable bet on one of the 
Derby horses: “I hope I break even,” quivered 
the voice on the phone, “I need the money.” 

But the Derby is much more than a race. 
Many people come to the event and never see 
a horse. Those who arrive in Louisville and 
never set eyes on the races are attracted by the 
glitter of the social lights—the Rockefellers, 
the Whitneys, the Vanderbilts, British nobility 
(the Earl of Derby himself was a visitor in 
Louisville in 1930), ambassadors of foreign 
countries, and a host of movie, TV and radio 
stars. Others are drawn by Louisville’s culinary 
creations. Being a border state, Kentucky offers 
the best in Northern and Southern cooking—if 
one knows where the right spots are—food 
that shows imagination, as well as substance. | 
Still others are enticed, of course, by the Divine 
Drink, the Kentucky Nectar, the mint-julep and 
its many cousins. 

[t SHOULD BE pointed out, perhaps, that there 
have been quite a number of Jews connected 

with the turf sport in America, especially the 
Kentucky Derby. It is estimated that about 
60% of all American thoroughbreds are raised 
within a 50 mile radius of Lexington, Kentucky. 
Some of the best-known breeders in that area are 
Jews. Two of the top trainers in America are 
Jewish—Max Hirsch and Hirsh Jacobs. Max 
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Hirsch trained Assault, the winner of the Triple 
Crown in 1946, the Derby, Preakness and Bel- 
mont Stakes. 
Many a race horse has had a “Jewish” name— 

Hatikvah, Palestinian, Kibutz, Mit Glick, 
Shaigetz—to mention a few. Three Jewish own- 
ers won the Kentucky Derby—J. C. Cahn whose 
entry Typhoon II won the 1897 race; Ben- 
jamin Bloch whose Morvich won the 1922 run- 
ning; and Morton Schwartz, whose Bold Ven- 
ture won the 1936 event. In fact, the 1936 
Derby was a Jewish sweep—the owner, the 
trainer (Max Hirsch) and the jockey, (Ira 
Hanford) were all Jews. 

The Derby naturally affords ample oppor- 
tunity for the Jews of Louisville to exercise 
their sense of humor. One of their more pun- 
gent witticisms has to do with a clergyman, 
denomination unspecified, who many years ago 
had displeased his Congregation by engaging in 
such an extra-curricular activity as entering a 
horse in the Derby. When he was asked by the 
Board of Trustees to explain his conduct, he 
saw that the only way out was to plead guilty 
and to confront the congregants with his per- 
sonal dilemma. “It is true, gentlemen,” he said, 
“that Jack Krantz and I own Deuteronomy. 
Jack trains and enters the horse at his own 
expense. I have never set my eyes on him—the 
horse that is. I get half of his earnings because 
I allow my half of the horse to run when Jack’s 
half runs. If you, gentlemen, will provide a 
way for my half to remain in the stable while 
Jack runs his in the Derby, I am perfectly will- 
ing to abide by your recommendation.” 

The night before the Derby all Louisville is 
tense “so much so,” points out a historian of 
the racing classic, “that if the Bourbon runs out, 
Rye may be substituted in the mint-juleps with- 
out a single colonel’s noticing the change. . . 
For twenty-four hours visitors from the earth’s 
four corners have been rolling in: steamships 
and airplanes have rushed last minute arrivals 
from Europe; motor buses have pulled in from 
the North, the East, the West, the South, 
jammed with Derby visitors. Country men have 
drifted in from the neighboring hills and low- 
lands; special trains are debouching more vis- 
itors . . . and motor cars by the hundreds are 
still pouring in.” 

Greetings and shouts of recognition are ex- 
changed in French, German, Italian, Swedish, 
and... Hebrew. Israeli students at neighbor- 
ing universities are sought out by their com- 
patriots at the University of Louisville. An 
attaché of the Israeli embassy in Washington 
is welcomed by a representative of Louisville’s 
International Center. 
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Eventually the hour of the race arrives in 
Churchill Downs. The band strikes up the Star- 
Spangled Banner. As the last strains of the 
anthem die away, a bugler sounds the clear 
notes of “Boots and Saddles.” A sharp voice 
breaks through the loud speaker: ‘The horses 
are on the track.” There follows the translucent 
and dignified announcement: “Ladies and Gen- 
tlemen, the Kentucky Derby!” 
A quiver of excitement runs through the tre- 

mendous gathering in the stands and on the 
field. As the band now pours forth the sweet 
sadness of “My Old Kentucky Home,” a feeling 
of pride swells the hearts of Louisvillians—all 
Louisvillians—in the vast multitude about to see 
America’s greatest sporting event. 

| Searched for the Children 
I searched for the children 
in the snow 
as far as my mind 
could go. 

I dropped upon 
the frozen 
ribs of snow, 
searching as far 
as my body 
could go. 

What a dreadful 
price 
to reach 
the empty 
heart of 
a 

Two Paintings 
(1) David 

David appeared 
In a musical set 
Of hills and clime .. . 
His very face 
Seemed rhyme: 
More than his lyre 
Was afire. 

(2) Joseph 

The hues fall desperately away 
Receding on electric day 
The voltage of vile hands 
Tears off the dress of colorbands: 

Two trees clutch out 
Wild gapes the nearby well 
A sick sky 
Mirrors hell! 

CHayyYM ZELDIS 
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The Prospects for Aliyah 
by Baruch 

HE LaBor ZIONIsT ASSEMBLY which will 
convene on April 30 and May 1 will weigh 

a number of important issues, among them the 
question of aliyah from America. The Assem- 
bly will not have to discuss whether aliyah is 
desirable as such. The desirability and the need 
for aliyah from America to Israel is accepted 
by the Labor Zionist Movement as a basic pre- 
mise: We are in favor of the maximum possible 
aliyah. Nor do we have any doubts that aliyah 
is possible. What the Assembly will have to 
discuss are ways to make this aliyah a reality. 

The committee that is making the prepara- 
tions for the Assembly has appointed a special 
subcommittee to bring before the Assembly a 
program of action how the aliyah from America 
should be organized. At this time I want to 
summarize briefly the proposals that will be 
brought before the Assembly: 

a) The Assembly should instruct the com- 
mittee which it will elect for this purpose (let 
us tentatively call it United Labor Zionist Com- 
mittee) to establish a special Aliyah Depart- 
ment to supervise the various aliyah activities 
of the entire movement. 

b) The first act of this Department should 
be a census of the more than fifty thousand 
families that are affiliated with our movement. 
While it is impossible at this time to list all the 
items which such a questionnaire must contain, 
I will mention, by way of example, some of 
the information which this census should seek to 
obtain. This census must, first of all, give us a 
clear conception of the number of members of 
the Labor Zionist Movement who seriously con- 
template settling in Israel. Then it should pro- 
vide information about the number of members 
in these families and their ages; their occupa- 
tions and financial assets; whether they have 
relatives in Israel; whether they wish to settle in 
the country or in the city; whether they are 
willing to join existing agricultural or urban 
cooperatives or they would prefer to establish 
new cooperatives; how soon they are ready to 
emigrate; if their livelihood is assured (as in the 
case of people with assured incomes from in- 
vestments, social security or other sources) what 
occupations they would like to pursue in Israel 
since, obviously, nobody wants to go there to 
be idle. 

These and similar questions will be part of 
the census, which will give a measure of the 
movement’s aliyah potential, and the nature of 

Zuckerman 

the human material whose migration to Israel 
we will be called upon to facilitate. 

THE AtryAH DEPARTMENT will have to oper- 
ate in a number of areas, in some of which 

considerable beginnings have already been made, 
It will be the function of the Department to 
develop and expand these beginnings, though 
the institutions that operate them will continue 
to do so. The Assembly does not aim to replace 
or to dissolve any of these existing institutions— 
merely to help and to guide them in their work. 

The following are the beginnings of aliyah 
organization already in existence; 

a) The Youth Workshop of Habonim. The 
potentialities of this activity are still unfolding. 
Of the one hundred and sixty young people who 
have thus far participated in the Work Shop, 
a small number remained in Israel. An addi- 
tional number went to Israel last year, and a 
still larger number are organized in units for 
future aliyah. It is therefore evident that an 
increase in the scope of the Work Shop will in- 
crease its aliyah potential. It must also be borne 
in mind that even those participants in the 
Work Shop who are not ready to settle in Israel 
for a variety of reasons (completing their edu- 
cation, family objections, etc.) serve as a vital 
link between Israel and American Jewish youth. 

b) Haikar Haoved. This organization has 
already demonstrated its ability to produce re- 
sults within a certain field of potential olim. 
Some tens of families have already settled in 
Israel with the aid of Haikar Haoved, and have 
made their homes in various Moshavim. Last year 
Haikar Haoved scored an important achieve- 
ment when the Moshav Orot, consisting entirely 
of American families was established on a solid 
economic basis. Credit for this accomplishment 
is due largely to a number of dedicated individ- 
uals, and especially to Jacob Berman, formerly 
a member of the Labor Zionist Movement in 
Minneapolis, who in the past helped in the 
establishment of Beth Cherut near Kfar Vitkin 
which has become one of the most successful 
villages in Israel. Jacob Berman, and Beth Cher- 
ut, serve as excellent examples for others to 
follow. When the initiative which he and Beth 
Cherut have shown will be backed by the 
full strength of the movement, the results will 
no doubt be considerable. The census which 
the Aliyah Department will carry out will no 
doubt reveal the existence of hundreds of fam- 
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ilies anxious to follow the examples set by Beth 
Cherut and Orot. 

c) Professionals. For some years PATWA 
(Aliyah of Professional and Technical Workers) 
has operated in this field. It will be our duty to 
organize professional and technical workers 
within our movement for aliyah in cooperation 
with PATWA, and not in competition with it. 
In fact, some of our members are already in 
touch with PATWA. An energetic campaign 
conducted by our movement should substantially 
increase their number. 

THE ABOVE three areas of aliyah organization, 
though requiring much additional effort, are 

not entirely virgin soil. But there are other 
areas of potential aliyah that have remained 
untouched thus far. Out of my personal ac- 
quaintance with some thousands of families in 
our movement, I am convinced that much could 
be accomplished among two other sizable groups. 
I believe it would be no exaggeration to state 
that a large number of families in our move- 
ment would be ready to settle in Israel were 
they assured of an opportunity to join one of 
the Histadrut urban cooperatives. These are 
people over fifty who have accumulated modest 
reserves and who are still anxious to work in a 
cooperative. They are attracted by two factors: 
to be assured a livelihood in an existing coopera- 
tive, and to live in Israel. Naturally, the co- 
operatives in Israel cannot open their doors 
wide to people who have not invested anything 
in these enterprises which have been built up to 
their present state by means of much physical 
labor and great spiritual effort. The Labor Zion- 
ist from America who wishes to join an existing 
well-established cooperative in Israel could 
make up this “deficit” of labor and effort which 
he had not put in in the past, by investing his 
saved capital in the cooperative. The size of this 
investment will have to be determined, and a 

list of cooperatives willing to accept members 
from America on such terms will have to be 
made available. The Aliyah Department will 
then be able to process each case separately and 
advise the member which cooperative would be 
most suitable for him. The individual’s ability 
to work in the cooperative, as well as the size 
of the investment he is capable of making will 
be important. These are matters that take time, 
but the successful aliyah of a few score families 
on such terms will provide a great boost for 
many others—always bearing in mind that we 
do not aim to move great masses in this way. 

Should a group of American members wish 
to establish in Israel an independent cooperative 
of their own, the organized cooperative move- 
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ment in Israel can supply them with the requisite 
information regarding the needs of the country 
and the opportunities for new cooperatives. The 
individual candidates will then be able to group 
themselves according to their trades or other 
unifying factors and lay the foundation for such 
a new cooperative. This too is a slow process, 
whose tempo can be increased only after the in- 
itial few cooperative groups will have succeeded. 

Potentially, there are quite a number of can- 
didates for such cooperative ventures at this 
time. I personally know many members who 
are deeply troubled by the question of their 
individual settlement in Israel. But it is up to 
us to take the leap from this stage of discussion 
and pessimistic speculations into the field of 
practical effort to find a solution to this prob- 
lem. Once we do this, a new climate will have 
been created in our movement, which will also 
be reflected in all our other activities. 

THERE Is still another group of potential olim 
who have no worries about earning a liveli- 

hood, but whom complicated psychological fac- 
tors hinder from taking the final step of aliyah. 
I have in mind members who receive social 
security benefits, or returns on investments, suf- 
ficient to guarantee their daily needs. I per- 
sonally know scores of such members. 

In this article I will refrain from evaluating 
the relative worth of each of the groups I enum- 
erated. To me it is axiomatic that every Amer- 
ican Jew who will come to Israel will contribute 
something to the country. Moreover, a number 
of these economically retired persons will bring 
with themselves their families containing young 
people. And even though the older retired 
heads of the families will not become producers 
in Israel, their Dollar incomes will be of help 
to the country. 

I believe that we can organize some hun- 
dreds of such olim within a short time. The 
appropriate institutions in Israel will have to 
help us with a plan how and where to settle 
this type of olim in a manner that their daily 
lives should be meaningful, and that their sole 
comfort should not consist merely in the satis- 
faction of living in Israel. These will be persons 
with considerable cultural backgrounds and re- 
quirements, and a desire to participate in social 
activity. Should these requirements be met, a 
new channel of considerable migration to Israel 
could be opened. The Aliyah Department will 
have to give much thought to this project, and 
together with our friends in Israel pave the way 
for the realization of the life-long dream of 
many who all their lives dreamed of life in Israel. 

The Assembly will be called upon to embark 
without delay on the organization of the first 
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one thousand families of olim. The Assembly 
will be well advised to avoid indulging in merely 
formal declarations. We do not know now how 
long it will take to organize these first one thou- 
sand families. If we utilize all the aliyah chan- 
nels that I have listed above, as well as some that 
I have not mentioned, it may still take some 
years to accomplish this initial task. Naturally, 
we will all be happy if the time required for 
this purpose turns out to be shorter. But in 
embarking on this program we are undertaking 
a responsible task not to be achieved by mere 
proclamations. We also hope that our success 
in this regard will inspire other Zionist organi- 
zations to follow our example. We will there- 
fore have to be both modest in our hopes and 
determined in our work, in the same spirit that 
has characterized our movement during past 
periods of resurgence. 

E COUNT on the consistent assistance of the 
chaverim in Israel. I do not think simply in 

terms of financial assistance. I am convinced 
that the appropriate institutions will not with- 
hold material aid when they will become con- 
vinced that we are engaged in practice in organ- 
izing aliyah from America. What I have in mind 
is the appropriate aid of the chaverim in Israel 
in helping absorb the olim whom we have every 
hope of organizing. 

These immigrants from America must come 
to prepared locations in Israel. They will have 
to know in advance where they will live; where 
ther new cooperatives will operate; where as 
professionals or as retired individuals, they will 
reside. A special committee will have to be or- 
ganized in Israel to receive them upon their 
arrival. The basic principle now in practice in 
Israel concerning the new arrivals from North 
Africa, by which the immigrants are taken di- 
rectly from the ship to the place where they 
will live and work, will also have to be applied 
to the newcomers from America. The Ameri- 
can Labor Zionist who decides to settle in Oroth 
knows exactly where he will go as soon as he 
lands. The boy or girl who goes for a temporary 
stay in Israel through the Habonim Youth 
Workshop has his program mapped out for him 
in advance. A similar practice will have to be 
devised also for the other categories of olim from 
America. Then this work will be successful and 
self-perpetuating. 

I hope that we will have written assurances 
from Israel that such an “Absorption Commit- 
tee” will be established, by the time our Assem- 
bly convenes. 

The functions of the Aliyah Department will 
not be exhausted by the afore-mentioned activ- 
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ities. Educating people to Halutziut—the high- 
est form of aliyah to Israel, is a complicated 
process. If Halutziut will ever attain consider- 
able scope in this country, it will come primar- 
ily from the Labor Zionist Movement. 

If our movement will regain its old enthusi- 
asm as a result of the Assembly, this will be 
reflected in many areas of activity, but pri- 
marily in aliyah. 
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From Division to Unity 
by Joseph 

ew 1870’s WERE a period of distress and con- 
fusion. 
The economic crisis of 1873 shook the coun- 

try. There was widespread unemployment with 
no social security legislation to relieve the suf- 
ferings of the jobless. The mounting discon- 
tent exploded in strikes when economic revival 
began. These were met with violent repression. 
The Knights of Labor, organized in 1869, forged 
ahead. By the mid 1880’s, it had a member- 
ship of more than 600,000—an extraordinary 
achievement for that time. 
A rival arose to challenge the K of L leader- 

ship. In 1881, the Federation of Organized 
Trades and Labor came to dislodge the older 
organization. In 1886 it assumed the name of 
American Federation of Labor, with Samuel 
Gompers as its first President. 
The idealist Uriah Stephens, native American, 

founder of the K of L, and its first Master Work- 
man General (President), was, during a London 
visit, influenced by Karl Marx and the First 
Labor International. 
The pragmatist Samuel Gompers, an immi- 

grant from Britain, fought and defeated socialist 
proposals at the early Federation conventions. 
About sixty years ago, a Socialist resolution, 
known as Plank Ten, was passed, only to be 
repealed at the next succeeding convention. 

The K of L began as a secret body for skilled 
and unskilled workers, with a highly centralized 
top administration. Its secrecy was considerably 
modified in time. The K of L had social objec- 
tives, particularly cooperation. The Federation 
regarded the inclusion of unskilled workers as 
a handicap and a source of weakness. It, there- 
fore, aimed to organize only the skilled workers. 
It provided for broad autonomy for its affiliates. 
These were to be federated, not dominated by 
central control; hence the word Federation in 
the name of the parent organization. There 
would be “‘no politics in the trade unions,” hence 
the slogan “trade unionism pure and simple.” 
Gompers told a legislative Commission that la- 
bor’s only philosophy was “more and more.” 
The Federation would not seek labor legislation. 
All gains must be won by the action of organ- 
ized labor. Later the political policy of the 
Federation called for “rewarding friends and 
punishing enemies” without official endorsement 
of candidates or parties. (An exception was 
made in 1924.) 

Schlossberg 

The life and death struggle between the K of 
L and the A F of L reached its climax in the 
’90’s. After the turn of the century the K of 
L ceased to be an important factor in the affairs 
of labor. In 1895 the Socialist Trade and Labor 
Alliance was launched as a socialist trade union 
body against the two older organizations. It 
advocated independent political action by labor. 

In 1905 the Industrial Workers of the World 
came into being, absorbed the STLA, and began 
its stormy career. The hysteria engendered by 
the First World War reduced the IWW to im- 
potence. It has virtually disappeared from the 
surface since. 

The IWW made a great contribution to labor 
thought by presenting and popularizing the 
principle of Industrial Unionism as against craft 
unionism. As a living principle this has sur- 
vived the IWW. The IWW split its own ranks 
by advocating sabotage as a revolutionary policy. 

After the collapse of the IWW the A F of L 
alone dominated organized labor. That situa- 
tion continued until 1935 when the CIO arose 
as a new challenger under the leadership of John 
L. Lewis, President of the United Mine Workers 
of America. 

T THE ATLANTIC City Federation Conven- 
tion of 1935 a number of A F of L affiliates 

formed the Committee for Industrial Organiza- 
tion in order to unionize the mass production 
workers. The Committee issued charters to new 
unions outside the A F of L framework. The 
A F of L accused the CIO unions of dual union- 
ism and expelled them. In 1938 the Committee 
reconstituted itself as the Congress of Industrial 
Organizations, in open opposition to the A F 
of L. 

In the past the AFL eliminated all its rivals. 
But it failed to destroy the CIO. The CIO in- 
creased its membership from the original one 
million to five or six million. It organized the 
Steel and Automobile workers—a truly colossal 
achievement. And while the CIO met with 
great success the AFL succeeded even more. 
Though unable to break the CIO, the AFL is 
now stronger than it ever was when the field 
was all its own and free from any effective oppo- 
sition. What happened was that American Labor 
had come of age. Workers who had been re- 
garded as unorganizable formed new and strong 
unions or joined old ones. 
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Some people credited John L. Lewis with the 
phenomenal CIO success, But Lewis left the 
CIO with a bang, apparently hoping to smash 
it. He returned to the AFL. He later with- 
drew again from the Federation and has kept 
the United Mine Workers as an independent 
union to this day. When Lewis left the CIO 
Presidency in 1940, he prevailed upon his United 
Mine Workers’ Vice-President, Philip Murray, 
to take it, promising him full cooperation. Then 
Lewis took the United Mine Workers away from 
the CIO and expelled Murray from his union. 
The CIO lost the important moral and material 
support of the United Mine Workers. That was 
a serious blow. But the CIO continued without 
Lewis and his union, and maintained its position 
of power and influence in the world of labor. 
Now the two great rival labor movements 

have agreed to unite, awaiting only final rati- 
fication of the unity agreement by their national 
conventions. 

Many years aco, Samuel Gompers appointed 
the young John Lewis to an AF of L or- 

ganizorship. Lewis showed his gratitude by 
having himself nominated for the AFL Pres- 
idency against Gompers more than thirty years 
ago. It was Lewis’ consuming ambition to be- 
come Lord of the Labor movement. The AFL 
leaders feared him and his methods and defeated 
him. The 1935 split seemed to give Lewis a 
new chance at domination. He also had a bona 
fide labor objective. It was vitally important 
for the United Mine Workers to unionize the 
captive mines, the coal mines owned by the 
powerful steel corporations. That was a leg- 
itimate reason for Lewis’ United Mine Work- 
ers of America spending $500,000 in the cam- 
paign to organize the steel workers. Labor ideal- 
ism and realistic self-interest coincided. Lewis 
assigned Philip Murray to conduct the cam- 
paign, and Murray was successful. Lewis did 
not quite become the king of the CIO, but 
Murray won the affection of the steel workers 
and then of the CIO as a whole. Did that arouse 
Lewis’ envy and ire? Was that a factor in his 
leaving the CIO presidency? Perhaps. 

Now, Labor unity is virtually a fact. How 
did that come about? 

Shortly after the break in Labor’s ranks 
Lewis, at a CIO conference in Atlantic City, 
called for healing the breach. He stated that if 
there was any statesmanship in the labor move- 
ment, unity would be achieved quickly. He was 
right. The split was still at its beginning and 
speedy reconcilation was possible, “if there were 
statesmanship.” The conference authorized its 
officers to proceed with plans for unification. 

JEWIsH FRONTIER 

The AFL accepted the invitation. Lewis stopped 
the unity efforts at the very beginning. Why? 

It seems that Lewis had miscalculated. He 
had probably expected the AFL to reject the 
peace invitation. Such rejection would have 
been useful to him. Its acceptance took Lewis 
completely by surprise, and he ended the peace 
efforts. 

Later, when Lewis was back in the AFL, he 
appeared in the public press with such fantastic 
peace proposals as to make peace negotiations 
impossible. 

Now that Lewis and his union were com- 
pletely isolated (he is out of both CIO and AFL, 
and no longer a factor in the general Labor 
Movement), direct, frank negotiations became 
possible . The results are known. 

THE LaBor MOVEMENT merger marks the cul- 
mination of a long evolutionary process which 

amounts to peaceful, fruitful revolution, for 
the benefit of labor and the Nation. 

The important elements of this peaceful revo- 
lution are: 

Originally seeking to organize only skilled 
workers, the AFL now has its ranks open to all 
workers, skilled and unskilled. 

For decades, the AFL regarded craft unionism 
as a vital principle; industrial unionism was de- 
nounced as strike-breaking. In turn, industrial 
unionists characterized craft unionism as organ- 
ized scabbery. Now, the AFL accepts industrial 
unionism as a legitimate form of labor organ- 
ization, alongside of craft unionism. 

Formerly the AFL rejected unemployment 
compensation as unwanted by labor; now the 
AF of L accepts this and other social legislation. 

Earlier in its career, the AFL was virtually a 
stranger to the international labor movement, 
except for the annual exchanges of fraternal 
delegates between the American Federation of 
Labor and the British Trade Union Congress 
and the Canadian Trades and Labor Congress. 
The AFL was isolationist as was the nation. 
Now, the A F of L and the CIO are actively 
participating in the international organization 
of free labor. 

Heretofore some A F of L affiliates practiced 
race discrimination and raiding upon sister or- 
ganizations. The merger agreement outlaws 
both. 

In the past, racketering elements used the 
autonomy feature as a shield. The unity agree- 
ment guards against it. 

This peaceful labor revolution has eliminated 
the principal differences between the two labor 
organizations. Whatever reason there may have 
existed for disunity twenty years ago, there is 
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none now. It is to the credit of both great organ- 
izations that they have realized it. 

Samuel Gompers headed the A F of L in its 
successful war on the Knights of Labor. William 

Green led the A F of L at the time of the deplor- 

able split and was expelled from his own union 
by Lewis. George Meany is fortunate to be at 
the A F of L helm when the divided labor forces 
are being reunited. 
John L. Lewis was president of the CIO when 
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he inaugurated labor’s civil war. Philip Murray 
was eager for unity but was obstructed by Lewis. 
Walter P. Reuther, like George Meany, is for- 
tunate to be president of the CIO when labor 
unity becomes a reality. 

Will the merger make labor movement life 
a continuous holiday? Definitely not. There 
will be serious problems, old and new, to cope 
with. But they will all be within a united move- 
ment. And that means very much. 

Austria's Moral Debt 
by Alfred Werner 

Ov Marcu 7 the New York Times printed 
a report from its Vienna correspondent of 

a radio speech, delivered the day before by Aus- 
tria’s Chancellor, Julius Raab. Dealing with 
Jewish claims against Austria, the speech, 
though opening the door for resumed negotia- 
tions between Austrian and Jewish representa- 
tives, Was aggressive in tone and revealed little 
understanding of world politics and recent his- 
tory. The brief Times report, subtitled “Chan- 
cellor Warns Outsiders Nation Will Not Be 
Coerced,” by its emphasis on the more dubious 
and dramatic sentences in Raab’s speech, made 
it appear even more unpalatable than it was. 
While we have sound reasons for disliking the 
philosophy behind the talk, and while some of 

‘Raab’s statements were patently false, fairness 
requires us to base our judgment of the Chan- 
cellor’s speech on the complete text of his radio 
address, printed in Austrian papers, rather than 
on a two-paragraph condensation of it. 

It was probably no coincidence that this 
speech was made in March, a month of historic 
significance in Austrian and Austro-Jewish his- 
tory. It was in March 1938 that jubilant crowds 
in Austrian cities and villages welcomed Adolf 
Hitler as liberator, while the 200,000 Jews 
were quickly made to realize that, unless they 
managed to escape from the trap, they would 
lose, not only their belongings, but their lives 
as well. And in March 1945 a Russian army 
entered a badly damaged Vienna, after the hur- 
ried retreat of SS troops and Nazi bosses, and 
about fifteen hundred wretched Jewish survivors 
who had lived in hiding dared again to breathe 
freely. 
Of course, a man like Raab would prefer not 

to recall the equally important revolution of 
March 1848 that was inspired by the noblest 
sentiments of the short-lived Austrian liber- 
alism, but he most certainly had in mind the 

dates 1938 and 1945 when he expressed his re- 
grets over “measures” taken against “part of the 
population”: 

“Resistance on the part of a majority of the 
population who did not agree to all these meas- 
ures remained hopeless, owing to the lack of 
adequate support from abroad.” 

It is, fortunately, true that the European pow- 
ers as well as the U.S. kept aloof in 1938 and 
thus gave the Nazi assassins a free hand. But 
was it true that “a majority” of Austria’s people 
resented the anti-Semitic ‘“‘measures,” to use 
Raab’s euphemistic term for the plunder and 
wanton destruction of property, the public hu- 
miliation of men and women, the savage beat- 
ings on the streets, the maltreatment of political 
prisoners, the burning of books by Jewish au- 
thors, the systematic removal of Jews from all 
jobs thus reducing them to starvation? And was 
it only a slip of the tongue that made Raab say 
that this “majority of Austrians” did not agree 
to “all these measures,” or did he imply that 
these Austrians would not go as far as to recom- 
mend the actual shooting, hanging or gassing 
of Jews, but did not object to the above-listed 
“milder” forms of persecution. 

NE CANNOT LOOK into the heart of a people, 
and it is possible for an individual to mask 

his true emotions. If, after the Anschluss, the 
Austrians did disapprove of the anti-Jewish 
measures, they were unsurpassed masters in the 
art of disguising their true feelings, for, where- 
every I went in the Ostmark, as Austria was 
then renamed, I saw crowds jeering at Jews, 
wrecking Jewish-owned shops, scrawling anti- 
Jewish slogans on the walls. I am far from for- 
getting those Gentile friends who stood fast in 
the weeks and month of danger, who invited 
me to their homes, fed me, encouraged me, and 
tried to help in many ways. Most Austrian 
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Jews remember with warm feelings, evidences of 
sympathy displayed by fellow-townsmen, by 
former employers or employees, and even by 
strangers. There were others, less heroic, but 
still too decent to surrender all their humanity 
—those who paid the Jewish doctor for services 
rendered in the pre-Nazi days, refused to take 
advantage of forced sales of Jewish belongings, 
continued to greet their Jewish acquaintances 
or to correspond with them. 

A 19th century German philosopher said: 
“Decency should be taken for granted.” Un- 
fortunately, this was not the case in Nazi Aus- 
tria where decency was neither self-evident nor 
a matter of course, but required a measure of 
moral courage. My experiences lead me to chal- 
lenge Raab’s statement: there was only a minor- 
ity, and a small one at that, who were free of 
the virus of anti-Semitism. The majority 
cheered the Nazis. 

Perhaps Raab himself who around 1930 was 
among the leaders of Prince Starhemberg’s 
Fascist and “moderately” anti-Semitic Heim- 
wehr (Home Guards) and who, subsequently, 
stood with the extreme right wing of the pow- 
erful Christian Social Party, did object to all 
the anti-Semitic measures devised by the Nazis 
(though he found it “hopeless” to resist them) 
and became alarmed only when the burning 
synagogues told him, the professing Catholic, 
that the Nazis had gone too far. 

As a matter of fact, the 1933-1938 period 
in Austrian history was notorious for the in- 
troduction of a “moderate” anti-Semitism that 
prepared the ground for the Hitlerites. Under 
the regime of Dollfuss and Schuschnigg—both 
of them Parteifreunde of Raab’s—few Jewish 
firms received public contracts; Jewish doctors 
found it virtually impossible to get jobs at any 
but private hospitals and Jews were generally 
excluded from the trade councils. Neither Doll- 
fuss nor Schuschnigg were rabid Jew-haters, 
but some of their closest collaborators were. 
Even these understood that Austria could not 
“afford” an anti-Semitism on the Nazi grand 
scale, as they expected the Western democracies 
to allow “Austro-Fascism” to thrive independ- 
ent of, and unthreatened by, the more ferocious 
and more efficient German brand. 

AAB Is, of course, aware that 60,000 Austrian 

Jews died as a result of the “measures” taken 
by the Nazis. Not many Austrians seem to 
have acknowledged this cruel fact. He also 
knows that many of those who did manage to 
flee abroad, have been unable to integrate them- 
selves into the economy of their new homelands, 
and that some ex-Austrians are leading very 
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insecure lives. This, too, is not widely realize 
in Austria, and when I re-visited Austria , 
couple of years ago, many people envied py 
for having been “wise” enough to have en. 
grated before the outbreak of the war. “Yo, 
have been spared the worst!” was a remark | 
heard again and again, innocent of any irony 
and revolting in its self-pity. The Austrians jm. 
plied: You, the Jew, were smart enough to ru 
away, in the nick of time, to the safety of th 
United States, you were able to live there a won. 
derful life, while we, poor Austrians, have had 
to suffer from the restrictions imposed on us by 
the Nazi regime, and finally, when Austria, tov, 
became a battlefield, from the vicissitudes of 
warfare. When I reminded them of the week 
I spent in Nazi prisons, the months suffered in 
the Dachau concentration camps, not to men- 
tion that I had come to the United States with 
little more than the clothes I stood in, an ancient 
typewriter, and a few books, and that it had 
taken me years to gain a decent livelihood, they 
looked astonished and doubtful. 

But Raab knows better than to say publicly 
that he envies the refugees. He said: 

“Only a small number of emigrants succeeded 
in rehabilitating themselves abroad, regaining 
their former position of wealth. Sometimes the 
conditions of the struggle for existence abroad 
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are even more difficult than at home. I regard it 
as our duty to do something for these poor 
devils.” 

In these few words he managed to indulge 
in characteristic Austrian self-pity and to slur 
the victims of Nazism as well. The life of the 
Austrian is a sad thing at best, he implies, and 
as for the “emigrants” who had “former posi- 
tions of wealth”—some of them regained it, and 
the others could not be so badly off. And the 
victims of Austrian Nazis become, in his words, 
“poor devils,” mere scapegoats of their own 
shortcomings, for whom he generously offers to 
“do something.” 

Then Raab added insult to injury when 
he declared it “an act of charity” to help 
ex-Austrians living abroad, “especially it they 
have been unable to integrate themselves or even 
suffer distress.” His feelings of rachmones are 
fine—but Austrian Jews are not beggars, to be 
dealt out charity. In nearly all countries where 
Austrian Jews have found refuge there are so- 
cial agencies, meeting the minimum needs of 
people unable to fight for existence. Raab was 
better advised when he used the word “duty,” 
for, quite apart from legal considerations, Austria 
has a moral duty to compensate those of her 
citizens who lost so much and suffered so much, 
without regard to their present financial status. 
It is only proper, for instance, that civil servants 
ousted in 1938 and forced to flee abroad be paid 
their pensions. Raab misses this point com- 
pletely when he harps on the “help” Austria 
might be willing and able to offer in the near 
future: 

“All that we plan to do is nothing but a social 
measure for the benefit of those with whom we 
feel ourselves connected through a common past, 
and we are ready to make grants to them in 
accordance with our abilities in order to relieve 
their distress. This, however, should in no way 
be regarded as the payment of a claim.” 

‘I do not wish to discuss the legal aspects of 
the claims raised by Jews—those living in Aus- 
tria and those abroad—against the Austrian gov- 
ernment. But Austria’s moral obligations are 
incontrovertible. When Raab advises what he 
calls “political persecutees” (which, of course, 
would include the Jewish sufferers) to direct 
whatever claims for indemnification they may 
have to the German Reich and its legal succes- 
sor, he is trying to pass the buck. 

No claim can be lodged againt Austria, he 
protests, because “it did not have freedom of 
action when these regrettable measures [the 
persecution of Jews and anti-Nazis] were 

taken.” 
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Bvt «@ he insists on pointing to the past, and 
distorting events to fit his purpose, we will 

not resist the temptation to remind him of a 
few other facts. Whereas the governments of 
the Weimar Republic, including even those of 
Papen and Schleicher, refrained from anti-Sem- 
itic legislation, the first Austrian Republic is 
far from innocent in this respect: the “gum- 
shoe” anti-Semitism of the Dollfuss-Schusch- 
nigg governments polluted the air and per- 
verted the minds of the Austrians to such an 
extent as to enable the German “invaders” to 
put through in six months the same anti-Semitic 
legislation which it took them six years to foist 
on the German people. While it would be unfair 
to hold the last Austrian Chancellor, Dr. Schus- 
nigg, responsible for the hardships suffered by 
Austrian Jewry right after his abdication, he 
cannot be absolved from a degree of guilt. In 
mid-February, 1948, Schuschnigg returned from 
a visit to Berchtesgaden, where he signed an 
agreement that virtually made Austria a tool 
of the Reich; he then granted an interview to a 
deputation of Austrian Jews and instead of 
painting a true picture of the situation, he 
advised them to go home and not to worry. 
Unlike the Jews from Belgium, Holland and 
other Nazi-dominated countries, the Austrian 
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emigrants had no recourse to a government-in- 
exile eager to help them in their plight. Austrian 
politicians who fled abroad used their miniature 
“movements” to perpetuate the old internecine 
strife, and with it, certain repellent Austrian 
phenomena, the aforementioned “gumshoe anti- 
Semitism” among them. 

It is not a pleasant task for one like myself 
who still loves Austria, aware of all he owes 
to her schools, her libraries, her art galleries, to 
exhume the old skeletons. But when Raab steps 
before the microphone with the intention of 
obscuring rather than clarifying the issues, he 
should blame no one else for such remembrances 
of things past. His professed sincerity is difh- 
cult to believe in when this spokesman for 
Austria laments that the World Committee for 
Jewish Claims demanded an amount far beyond 
Austria’s capabilities, and then quoted a figure 
four times the one actually requested. It is sheer 
demagogy to orate that Austria refuses to “yield 
to intimidations and threats which aim at forc- 
ing us to make concessions which we cannot 
grant.” Poor Austria has all the power it needs 
to defend itself from imaginary Jewish “threats.” 

When the Austrian chancellor, apparently 
still considering the emigrants Austrian “sub- 
jects,” goes on to declare: ““The internal pacifica- 
tion of the Austrians is a purely Austrian af- 
fair,” he does not imply that he is afraid of any 
intimidation; he is rather defying the con- 
science of the world. Is it really nobody’s busi- 
ness what Austria does with the heirless Jewish 
property? Fifteen years ago Goebbels similarly 
insisted Germany’s treatment of the Jews was 
of no concern to non-Germans. He was then 
reminded in the British Parliament that there 
existed no such thing as a purely domestic ques- 
tion, that everything which stirred the con- 
science of mankind was international. 

Raab is no Goebbels, and the second Austrian 
Republic wants to be listed among the progres- 
sive, most enlightened democratic countries. But 
a speech like the one delivered by Raab on March 
6 is not convincing despite certain conciliatory 
and allegedly friendly phrases, that he and his 
country understand the lessons offered by the 
past. The present Austrian Republic, with its 
own March birthday, should try to live up to 
the glorious traditions of March 1848. In that 
year, America’s William H. Stiles was chargé 
d’affaires at the Court of Vienna. In his me- 
moirs he recalled having heard a leader of the 
revolution say to him: “We wish something 
original. We wish a government where there 
shall not only be an equality of rights and of 
rank, but an equality of property, and an equal- 
ity of everything.” 
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Rescue aed Defense 
by Itzhak Ivry 

a Marcu IssuE of Commentary carried an 

article by Hal Lehrman under the title 

“North Africa’s Dilemmas for American Jew- 

ty’. This article is presented as an objective 

evaluation of the situation of the Jews in North 

Africa as well as of the different approaches to 

the solution of their problem. The views of 

UJA-JDC are put in juxtaposition to those of 

the American Jewish Committee. The resulting 

impression is that there exists a serious diver- 

gence of opinion on this subject that still has 

to be settled. Although Mr. Lehrman at one 

point admits that the differences in the ap- 

proach to this question have crystallized into 
“two main positions of moderation”, he under- 
scores elsewhere the great gulf between the two 
approaches in the following words: “In any 
case the problem is so serious and the diver- 
gences so real that the two sides have felt im- 
pelled to confer with each other on how to 
dispel it.” Mr. Lehrman offers an oversimpli- 
fied definition of the difference of opinion: 
“UJA’s main concern is rescue and AJC’s main 
concern is safeguarding the rights and prospects 
of existing communities.” 

This is a grossly unjust form of character- 
izing the two positions, especially that of UJA. 
“Rescue,” Mr. Lehrman states further, “implies 
a pessimistic attitude about those who are not 
rescued, while defense implies optimism about 
those who remain.” Accordingly, Mr. Lehrman 
sees in the two schools of thought almost an 
ideological war, and he reports that the UJA- 
AJC conference resulted in the UJA giving 
assurances that it would refrain from “loud 
blowing of the immigration horn in public”, 
and the AJC writing into a resolution on North 
Africa, adopted at its annual meeting in Jan- 
uary, a clause to the effect that some North 
African Jews have already chosen emigration, 
thus recognizing that “there were bona fide 
fugitives”. Mr. Lehrman then extols the im- 
Portance of reducing friction between the two 
Parties since it can only intensify the real crisis 
which both agencies are trying to allay, namely, 
“the insecurity of an important Jewish com- 
munity”. j 

But did UJA ever “blow its horn too loud 
on North Africa”? Do not North African 
Jews in fact swamp the registration offices of 
JDC and the Jewish Agency asking for the 
earliest possible chance to go to Israel? It would 
be asking the impossible that UJA should direct 

a campaign to raise funds for the rescue of 
North African Jews and at the same time re- 
main silent about their plight. The question is 
whether UJA in any manner exaggerated the 
facts of the situation. Hal Lehrman admits that 
high echelon officials of UJA were indeed care- 
ful and responsible in their presentation of the 
plight of North African Jewry. He rightly 
lauds Dr. Joseph Schwartz as being “univer- 
sally esteemed for his quiet effectiveness and 
moderation”. But though Mr. Lehrman does 
not state so specifically, he apparently resents 
Dr. Schwartz’s unequivocal statement at the 
General Assembly of the Council of Federations 
and Welfare Funds, held last November, to the 
effect that the plan to move 30,000 North 
African Jews to Israel during 1955 was “a must 
program and an absolute minimum and cannot 
be debated”. Accordingly, Mr. Lehrman con- 
siders Dr. Schwartz’s statement as a “surprise 
foray”, and the demands of the UJA delegates 
in New York one month later as “joining the 
attack and directing fire at communities that 
were still cutting their overseas percentages”. 
Mr. Lehrman appears to feel that UJA is a party 
all too prone to exaggerate overseas needs in 
order to raise more funds, and he reports that 
earlier statements by Shazar, Shragai, and Moshe 
Kol who outlined a plan to begin the removal 
to Israel of the 450,000 North African Jews 
with the transfer of 75,000 children, have 
aroused the suspicion of “more than a few ob- 
servers” that all this “may be due to something 
other than the objective facts of the North 
African situation”. It is difficult to escape the 
conclusion that Mr. Lehrman shares the sus- 
picions of the “more than a few observers”. 

[? sHouLp BE NoteD that large-scale immigra- 
tion to Israel would confront that country 

with serious economic hardships and the danger 
of inflationary consequences; also that it is the 
avowed policy of the government of Israel and 
of the Jewish Agency to bring not more than 
30,000 immigrants in 1955. It is therefore dif- 
ficult to understand what purpose Mr. Lehrman 
intends to serve by his afore-mentioned quota- 
tions from Shazar, Shragai and Moshe Kol, un- 
less it is to create the impression that a mood 
of panic is being planned. The fact of the mat- 
ter is that today more than 80,000 North Afri- 
can Jews are registered with the Jewish Agency 
for emigration to Israel. This number could 
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easily reach or exceed 100,000, according to Dr. 

Giora Josephthal, treasurer of the Jewish Agency, 

who has recently returned from a visit to Mor- 

occo. The Agency registration offices are kept 

open only twice a week for three hours, and 

the Agency officials make no effort to register 

more potential emigrants, because the policy 

of selective immigration and the quota of 30,000 

for this year deprive any larger registration of 
immediate practical purpose. 

It is therefore superfluous to debate the val- 
idity of Mr. Lehrman’s contention that every- 
one registers in order to go “with the last ship”. 
Material considerations are no doubt a determ- 
ining factor in cases of mass immigration, and 
the present desire of tens of thousands of Mor- 
occan Jews to go to Israel may well be motivated 
not only by fear of the dangers facing them in 
Morocco but also by the encouraging news they 
hear from relatives in Israel about improvement 
in the economic situation of the country and 
the new policy of transporting new immigrants 
to settlements directly from the ship, thus ob- 
viating many of the hardships that were exper- 
ienced by earlier immigrants. News that the 
former Moroccan Jewish emigrants to Israel 
earn an average of 80 IL monthly cannot but 
make an impression. 

The Jewish Agency, in conjunction with JDC 
and the leaders of the Moroccan Jewish com- 
munities now plan to move all the Jews out of 
42 Moroccan villages where they are isolated and 
helpless and where even French aid can hardly 
be expected in case of trouble. About 80% of 
them will be taken directly to Israel. The re- 
mainder, consisting of hard core cases, are to be 
transferred to the larger cities in Morocco. 
Though the Arab nationalist movement is not 
discriminating in its xenophobia, it is hardly 
less dangerous because it is not always explicitly 
anti-Semitic. There are other urgent factors 
behind the pressing desire to emigrate which Mr. 
Lehrman failed to note. It is a fact, for instance, 
that there is not a single Jewish hospital in 
Morocco to serve the Jewish population of more 
than 250,000. A Moroccan Jew dares not risk 
going to an Arab hospital, and the French hos- 
pitals have a standing rule that they serve 
French citizens only. Likewise it is becoming 
increasingly difficult for Jews to dispose of their 
property as the Arabs are sure they will get it 
for nothing when the right time comes. Jewish 
communities in Morocco have also been sub- 
jected to extortionate contributions by various 
Arab nationalist movements. Daily acts of vio- 
lence against non-Arabs are a regular occurrence, 
especially in the Casablanca and Ujd districts. 
In Casablanca itself a curfew is practiced by 

everyone after 7:00 P.M. The generally insecure 
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position of Jewish middlemen in Morocco is 
now aggravated by the boycott against French 
imports and industry that hits the Jews no less 
than the French. Jewish artisans who in the 
past served the Arab villagers as tailors or shoe- 
makers are now afraid to go to these villages 
and their position has become desperate. 

Observers familiar with the situation in North 
Africa maintain that no one in the Jewish com- 
munities there hopes for better times or increased 
Jewish rights. At best the hope is for the main- 
tenance of the present unhappy status quo for 
a short time. The above facts, strangely enough, 
are either not mentioned or are underplayed by 
Mr. Lehrman. 

NDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES the quota of 
30,000 emigrants to Israel in 1955 is the ab- 

solute minimum from the standpoint of the 
safety of the North African Jews. 

But perhaps the most glaring inexactness in 
Hal Lehrman’s article is his report that the 
immigration of 30,000 to Israel would not dim- 
inish the number of Jews in North Africa, 
because the natural increase in population would 
outweigh the emigration. “The AJC,” Mr. 
Lehrman reports, “declares the departure of 
30,000 this year can have little impact on the 
problem. Even if 30,000 left every year for the 
next ten years, the problem would still persist 
because the high birthrate would fill a sub- 
stantial part of the vacancies.” 
A study recently made by JDC and the Jew- 

ish Agency on the spot estimates the yearly 
natural increase of Jewish population in Morocco 
at about 6,000 (8,000 would be a maximum that 
cannot be exceeded). When the younger and 
able-bodied elements in the population will emi- 
grate, the rate of natural increase is bound to 
decrease still further. Why, then, belittle the 
impact of the annual siphoning off of 30,000 to 
Israel? 

But the most important implication of the 
article in Commentary is that AJC and it alone 
is interested in securing full freedom and equal 
rights for North African Jews. Mr. Lehrman 
states that “with the UJA-JDC the emphasis is 
on the removal of Jews . .. with the AJC the 
emphasis is on resistance to danger and action 
looking to eliminate it through diplomatic rep- 
resentations and mobilization of world opinion, 
to secure North African Jews the kind of rights 
that would guarantee security and facilitate in- 
tegration with their countries.” This nebulous 
formulation contains the possibility of many 
dangerous mistakes. Indeed, Hal Lehrman him- 
self is not so naive as to rely on promises made 
by the Arab nationalist parties. ‘Tomorrow,” 
he says, “the moderate Neo-Destour group could 
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be replaced by extremists in Tunisia, and the 
Istiqlal, already sponsored by and committed to 
the Arab League might drop the mask of con- 
ciliation toward Jewry when prudence ceased 
to be politic.” Mr. Lehrman is realistic enough 
to realize that the relations between France and 
the North African nationalists are in a very 
fluid state, especially afer the fall of the Mendes- 
France government. Nevertheless he indulges in 
wishful thinking and states that “it is this 
writer’s belief that France’s continued presence 
in North Africa must be the prime capital back- 
ing all promises. If the French should ever 
leave, the value of these guarantees would have 
to be reexamined. Yet under present circum- 
stances France’s departure seems virtually in- 
conceivable.” 

It is not difficult to join Mr. Lehrman in the 
desire that France remain in North Africa— 
anyone interested in the welfare of North Afri- 
can Jewry would gladly do so. But his state- 
ment that “France’s departure seems virtually 
inconceivable” has to be taken on faith, and it 
would hardly be prudent or responsible toward 
North African Jews to do so. And what if 
France does evacuate Morocco and Tunisia? Mr. 
Lehrman seems to find reassurance in the fact 
that the Jews would not be the only ones in 
trouble; that Algeria, too, would become unten- 
able, and with it the position of two million 
Frenchmen in North Africa. Cold comfort, 
indeed, and surely not reason enough to devote 
most of our efforts to “guarantees” of Jewish 
security that could be toppled by the first un- 
favorable political breeze. 

There was once a fairly popular theory largely 
espoused by non-Zionists and anti-Zionists 
which maintained that Jewish dispersion was in 
reality a thinly disguised blessing. In line with 
this theory apparently, an important leader of 
the British government once advised leading 
Zionists against mass immigration to Palestine. 
“T wouldn’t put all my eggs in one basket,” he 
cautioned them. Some Jews, too, including 
some responsible leaders of AJC, held this view, 
but though it would be futile to exhume that 
old debate, the lesson of the past cannot be shrug- 
ged off lightly in its application to the situa- 
tion in North Africa. What is most urgent- 
ly needed at this time is close and sym- 
pathetic cooperation between the organizations 
and institutions engaged in the rescue work 
from North Africa, and those bodies which set 
themselves as their main task the defense of 
Jewish rights everywhere. Any attempt to un- 
dermine the rescue work by fostering partisan 
rancor and suspicion may prove very costly 
in terms of lives saved in North Africa and 
communal solidarity in this country. 
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On the 
Labor Zionist Front 
The Shekel Campaign . 

The Shekel Campaign as a cur- 
tain raiser to the 24th World 
Zionist Congress, scheduled to take 
place in the spring of 1956, is in 
full swing. While it is not yet 
possible to formulate clearly all 
of the major problems that the 
Congress will have to solve, it is 
not too early to foresee that the 
fate of organized Zionism will be 
determined at the Congress. The 
conflicts between the various Zion- 
ist parties will have to be resolved; 
the methods of mobilizing maxi- 
mum support for the State of 
Israel will have to be defined; the 
tasks of the Zionist organizations 
in Israel and the Diaspora will 
have to be formulated; and the 
direction Zionist effort is to take 
in Jewish life will have to be out- 
lined. The Labor Zionist Move- 
ment—the largest grouping within 
Zionism, whose Israeli Party, 
Mapai, is the governing Party and 
social backbone of the Jewish 
State—will have a major part to 
play in the deliberations of the 
Congress and the implementation 
of its decisions. The greater the 
number of Labor Zionism shkolim 
sold, the more decisive will this 
role be. 

The purchase of a Shekel this 
year will symbolize more than 
mere sympathy for the State of 
Israel and a desire to help it win 
political security, economic inde- 
pendence, and an opportunity to 
move forward culturally and so- 
cially. Through the  shkolim 
American Jews will voice their 
demand that our Government, 
rather than arming the Arab 
States and thus strengthening their 
intransigent enmity for Israel, use 
its tremendous influence to bring 
about a firm peace in the Middle 
East. A large sale of shkolim will 
also expose how insignificant is the 
following of the Council for Juda- 
ism among American Jews. 

All Branches of the Labor Zion- 
ist Movement—LZOA, Farband, 
Pioneer Women, and Habonim— 
energetically supported by the 
Trade Union Council for Hista- 
drut, have merged their forces 
and formed one Campaign Com- 
mittee with Benjamin Bursztyn as 
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PASSOVER GREETINGS 

fo our 
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W. O. HARPER 
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2546 Guadalupe 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 
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Fr eee 

With our very warm greetings 
and best wishes to all our 

CHAVERIM and CHAVEROTH 

JOYOUS PASSOVER 
SAMUEL M. SCHMIDT 
ESTHER IDA SCHMIDT 

725 GREENWOOD AVENUE 

Cincinnati, Ohio | 
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Easter Greetings to 

THE JEWISH COMMUNITY 

from 
The Well-Known Kosuer Butchers 

Altfest & Schweitzer 
73-14 BELL BLVD. 

Windsor Park, L.I. Hollis 4-8412 

Prices on the Finest Kosher Prime 
Meats and Poultry reduced 

From 25 to 40% 

Come in and be convinced 

Director. Rallies and meetings are 
being organized throughout the 
U. S. to bring to the Jewish com- 
munity an awareness of the is- 
sues at stake and to enlist the 
support of liberal Jews in the dis- 
tribution of the Labor Zionist 
Shekel. 

C. Bezalel Sherman 
Appointed Director of 
Cultural Activities 

The Department of Cultural 
and Communal Activities has re- 
cently been reorganized with Har- 
ry Woll as Chairman and C. 
Bezalel Sherman as full-time Di- 
rector. 

In the first communication the 
reorganized Department sent out, 
a tentative program was an- 
nounced calling for the prepara- 
tion of material that will serve a 
two-fold purpose: (1) to supply 
information and suggest action on 
current events and developments; 
(2) provoke ideological and com- 
munal discussion on the basic is- 
sues of the day. 
Literature 

It is the intention of the De- 
partment of Cultural Activities to 
publish pamphlets and books on 
vital isues systematically and at 
regular intervals. Plans call for the 
publication of at least four 
pamphlets a year. The first 
pamphlet — Three Centuries of 
Growth by C. Bezalel Sherman— 
was very favorably received in 
Jewish intellectual and communal 
circles. The pamphlet sells for 25c 
in single copies, 20c in lots of 10, 
and 15c in lots of 100. 

Attention is directed to the 48 
page pamphlet containing material 
on Arnold J. Toynbee and the 
Jews which originally appeared in 
the Jewish Frontier (issues of De- 
cember, 1954, February 1955). 
The pamphlet includes Marie Syr- 
kin’s review of Toynbee’s treat- 
ment of Jewish history and Zion- 
ism, the latter’s reply, Marie Syr- 
kin’s rebuttal, Ambassador Abba 
Eban’s lecture on Toynbee, and 
statements by Professors M. M. 
Kaplan, Horace M. Kallen. Rein- 
hold Neibuhr, and W. F. Albright. 

The pamphlet sells for 20c a 
copy and 15c in lots of 100. 

Material has been sent out on 
Israel Independence Day and the 
sO0th Anniversary of the Labor 
Zionist Movement in America. 
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May First 7 

Very little of the festive spirit 
COMMUNITY BANK that has characterized the observ- BEDFORD HERI 

ance of May first in the past has 
a remained. Although it originated SPRING HOTEL 

in America, May first has made 
very little impact on the working CURE TETAREA 
population of this country. The 

E. R. DAVIS fact that the holiday was dese- ee 
crated by the Nazis during the KLING BROS. 

AUGUSTA, GA. Hitler period and was made an CLE\ 
official State affair by the Com- HAMDEN, CONN. 
munists has not added to its popu- 
larity in the United States. 

ROB'T LEEDER And yet May first still has HACKETTSTOWN az 
meaning as a symbol of interna- 

BOSTON, MASS. tional solidarity and hope for a BAKERY 
brighter future. It is celebrated by 
most democratic Labor movements NEW JERSEY 
in the world. It is observed as a —_ 

SERVICE holiday in Israel both by the His- 
TRANSPORTATION tadrut and Mapai, and remains an CITIZENS Jut 

co. important date in the life of all 
those who are dedicated to the NATIONAL BANK 

NEWARK, N. J. cause of political democracy, eco- PENNSYLVANIA 
nomic equality, and social justice. 
It would therefore be well to ‘mane 
pause on May first and make it an | 

GEO. A. POAG occasion for ideological stock- McLEAN 

INDIANAPOLIS, MD. amin TRUCKING 
Throughout the democratic { 

world, Socialist and Labor parties 
are reevaluating their values and mg 

P. J. FREEDSON are engaged in an earnest search JAY BEER CO. BA 
for a basic philosophy that will 

BANGOR, MAINE hold out the promise that Social- TEXAS R¢ 
ism formerly unfolded, and yet 
avoid the pitfalls into which it had 
fallen in the past. There is a tend- ' T SHOP oa 

WM. E. LEAHY ency to veer away from narrow BREEN'S SPOR 
class concepts and root the ideals CONNECTICUT 

BOWEN BLDG. of Socialism in the spiritual and JA 
Washington, D. C. moral strivings and yearnings of | 

mankind. There are few dem- 
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ocratic socialists today who would 
still cling to the old theories re- 
garding the State. Nationalization 
is no longer the panacea it was 
once thought to be. Today em- 
phasis is on mixed economy, on 
voluntary cooperation rather than 
on forced collectivism, and on free 

association rather than on regi- 
mentation. In the State of Israel 
we have the beginnings of such 
an economic structure, and its 
problems and implications should 
be analyzed on May Ist. 

LZOA Fights for 

Fair Sabbath Laws 

Over the signatures of Dr. Her- 
men Seidel, Chairman of the Cen- 
tral Committee, Ralph Wechsler, 
Chairman of the Administrative 
Committee, Pinchas Cruso, Vice- 
Chairman, and Jacob Katzman, 
Executive Secretary, telegrams 
were sent by the LZOA urging 
the New York State Legislature 
to enact a fair Sabbath law which 
would correct “the injustices of 
the present laws which penalize 
observing Jews for loyalty to the 
requirements of their faith.” Re- 
plying to this message, Attorney 
General Jacob K. Javits stated in 
a telegram to the LZOA: 

“Did my utmost to move fair 
Sabbath Law out of Rules Com- 
mittee lateness of session precluded 
successful results this time have 
high hopes that next session will 
result in success at long last in this 
highly deserving effort.’ 
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LABOR ZIONIST SHEKEL 
will help assure a World Zionist Organization which will act as a loyal 
ally and partner to the State of Israel in its historic task of the “Ingather- 
ing of the Exiles.” 

Your 

LABOR ZIONIST SHEKEL 
will help send a large labor representation to the coming World Zionist 
Congress. Decisions of far reaching importance on the future role of 
the World Zionist movement will be made. A strengthened labor dele- 
gation will make certain that the progressive and pioneering spirit, 
which has activated all of Zionist endeavor, will continue. 

Your 

LABOR ZIONIST SHEKEL 
is an expression of solidarity and confidence in the workers and builders 
of Israel—in the men and women who laid the foundation of the State 
and are now at the helm of its government. 

Today we are vitally concerned for the preservation of the progressive 

character of the new State. The successful colonization of the vast 
stretches of the Negev and other areas—upon which the absorption of 
the hundreds of thousands will depend—can come only from a coopera- 
tive and pioneering spirit which is exemplified by the Labor Zionist 

Movement. 

Spread the LABOR ZIONIST SHEKEL CAMPAIGN 
LABOR ZIONIST Suite 1301 

45 EAST 17th STREET 

SH EKEL! New York 3, N. Y. 

( Enclosed is One Dollar ($1.00) which will entitle me to receive 

my Shekel for the years 5712-5715 (1951/2 through 1954/5). 

Please send me... .ccccocccnonmmmnnnmmmnennenohkolim to sell to my friends. 

Convass Your Friends 

Your Neighbors and 

Your Business Associates 
C] Please send me literature on the Shekel and Labor Zionism. 

e 
Name 

Deadline Address 

MAY 1 5th City ; Zone.......... State 




